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Abstract 

Rapid population growth as well as dense and plan less structuring lead to an increase in 
demand for utilities Services. Consequently, increase the resources use for the 
construction and maintenance of utilities. Moreover, damages to roads and sidewalks 
during the construction and maintenance of utilities cause problems in daily life create 
financial burden etc. The rapid population growth in collaboration to haphazard 
planning of urban sectors may cause for devastating urban structure and inevitable 
physical disruption. Since the inner city is old and place of dynamism Fequent 
construction and excavation is common phenomena. Frequent utility excavations in 
roads, non-standard filling and compressing in patch Works impair quality of asphalt
paved roads and sidewalk and decrease their economic life. This situation leads to use of 
scarce resources for double construction of asphalt-paved roads and sidewalks as well as 
economic losses, and vehicle and pedestrian traffic is adversely affected. "Excavation 
could be said an evil necessity" however, it is possible to minimize its effect. The primary 
objective of coordination is to retain or minimize this excavation and implement the 
potentially conflicting works in an efficient and effective manner moreover, eliminates 
unexpected conflicts with utilities, avoids un necessary utility relocations, reduce 
delaying of works and repetition, minimize social and economic costs and the like are the 
major benefits. 

The objective of this research is to assess both the intra and inter sectoral integration of 
urban service planning's in the inner city of Addis Ababa, the study focus on the four 
institutions that have direct relation with this study. Moreover, four departments that 
have direct relation with the issue drown pwposely. Out of the total workers 68 
respondents randomly selected to represent the whole group. BeSide, in-depth interview 
made Fom the virtual committee and uther offiCials. Personal observation, TV talk show 
and secondary data have served for collecting data. 

The research(ound that though the people are aware about integration the current status 
rated as poor but, still considerable number of people rated as medium the intra level 
integration. As shown in the analysis different elements have been mentioned as major 
factors for the low level of integration namely institutional arrangement, lack of strong 
controlling body, good governance, lack of finance, property issuance, and short plan 
year and.frequent plan changes are listed. Moreover, this has considerable effect on the 
peljormance of all sectors as individual and as a group. The research found that the 
effort made by utility providers and road authority is very less even the regulatory gave 
lesser emphasis for the issue though the effect is significant. Utilities are not registered 
yet, short plan period, roads neglected for considerable period of time un maintained. 
Finally to conclude the area though integration is very important it has been neglected in 
academics discourse and practical issues, the absence of policy coupled with the 
haphazard planning and other similar factors exacerbate the situation in the inner city 
than the periphely. Recommendation on multiple trench less technology and registration 
of utilities, institutional arrangement and the involvement of private sectors have been 
forwarded. Areas the involvement of private sectors and the policy and related issues 
including the effect of the city master plan on these utility provision and peljormance of 
the roadforwardedfor further investigation. 
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Chapter One 

1. Background of the Study 

As most deve loping countries, Ethiopian cities characteri zed by various critical problems. 

Amo ng them, unemployment, poverty, poo rly developed in frastructure, inadequate 

shelter provision and poor soc ial and economic fac ilities tend to be sign ificant. It is 

obvious that a ll these problems are resulted from the mi smatch of demand and supp ly, 

and lack of good planning and govern ances. The suppl y of in frast ructure and service is 

lagging behind the fas t population growth rate. 

Urban services arc the first and the most important services that are needed to foster the 

city gro wth. Moreover, they are criti cal fo r the flourishment of economic growth and 

quality life. Accordi ng to the Institute for social and economic change report, 

infrastructure plays a crucial role in promoting economic growth and thereby contributes 

to the reduction o[ economic disparity, poverty and depri vations in a country. Despite the 

lact that. most of urban services prov ided in ci ti es like Addis Ababa are scanty or can not 

respond to the parall el high growth rate of population. Similar to other deve loping cities. 

the Addis Ababa urban service is often subject to haphazard planning, d i sj o i nlt~ 

implemcntati on & poor post installation management (Mathewos, 2006). Since 

infi'astructure develop ment took the li on share of the ci ti es and countries resources and 

indispensable serv ices [or the days to days life of community, deve lopment need to be 

managcd and planned in a proper malUler, standards and regu lations should be 

considered(M WUD, 2007). 

It is vivid that Ethiopian cities are not only the least urbanized, but also they are 

predominantly unplalUled. Planning is one of the most impo rtant too ls fo r the growth awl 

deve lopment o f any country in general and cities development in particul ar. Moreover, it 

has a potenti al to determine the urban economic and physical development. Coordinated, 

integ rated infrastructure and service planning as well implementation has to be in placed. 

However. the Ci ty of Addi s Ababa parti cul arly (the inner parts) decaying [aster than 

bei ng improved. 



Further, inner city decay in Addis Ababa manifesls in difJerenl ways. including over 
crowc/edness, congestion, building obsolescence. unhygienic environment, misuse o.j"public 
spaces (e.g. by street hawkers) Clnd deterioration o{urban /i:/cili ties. The problem (if inner 
dly deJerioration in Addis Ababa is receiving a sleadily growing allen /ion both/j·om urban 
planners and policy makers. These days, improving the physical and economic fabrics of 
the built up areas has been one of the key development concerns qj" {h e City Government 
(w\vw.addisababac i ty. gov.et). 

In add ition, the absence of thi s integrated planning and implementat ion is the major cause 

of economic, financial , social, hea lth and environmental loss for a given city. The city of 

Add is Ababa is not saved li'om the ex isting problem, the suppl y of urban service could 

not para ll el with the ex ist ing reg iste red rate of popul ati on growth, demand and this 

ma inly resulted from the incapabili ty of provision o f adequate finance fo r the sector and 

poor plann ing. Moreover, the poor management of the existing urban infrastructure is 

another prob lem which play signifi cant role, in collaborati on wi th the poor planning and 

mismatch between demand and supply. As a lready stated above, Addis Ababa is loosing 

huge amount of resource due to the absence or lack of coordinati on that has also 

haphazard impact on the fastest growth of the c ity infrastructure in panicula r and the city 

gro wth in gencra l. It is a fact that the uncoordinated infrastructure deve lopment hampercd 

the sector haphazardl y. 

The abscnce of full - Jl edged urban infrastructu re, deli very poli cy and regul atory body may 

play s ignificant role for the di sjoint and un parall el activities of the road and utili ties. 

Currently the reg ul atory body is being establi shed under the city administration, but it can 

not bring the whole stakeholders together and avoid the problem of integrat ion as 

expected. Accord in g to the citi es good governance package (2007) every sector shoul d 

wo rk with regard to the master plan in an in tegrated manner. It is also mentioned in 

Tesfaye (2001) the conJlict between diffe rent utili ty lines shoul d be minimized, service 

provision is attained comparati ve ly with chi pper price, and the necessary space shoul d be 

reserved during pl anning and des ign of roads in part icula r and towns in general. 

Iloweve r, there were no strategies, poli cies, rul es and regulations that direct the prov ision 

of infrastructu re integration up un tillOday. Hence, the resea rches expected, in conc lusion 

therefo re, to assess the features and the root cause of the problem of integration at the 

int ra and inter secto ral leve l. To thi s effectlhi s research hopes to highl ight the re levance 
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or coordin ati on and integration among stakeholders in the inne r city o f Addi s Ababa in 

particular and to th e city in genera l. 

1.1 Statement ofthe Problem 

Urban inli-<lstructures are key elements in fac ilitat ing urban life; they are indi spcnsab le 

e lements in the process of urbani zation and ex istence of urban cen ters. And at thc samc 

tim e they have a potential to determine the eco nomic and ph ys ical deve lopmcnt of a 

givcn c iti es (Wondimu, 2009). Though urban infrastructures are vcry crucial e lcment 

they arc not provided in a very ap propriate manne r. Moreover, they are not pl ann ed and 

dcs igncd as we ll as implemented in an integrated manner. That is the main causc for 

financ ia l loss, traffic incident, environmental problems, and health issues. 

New development and improvement of the existing infrastructure are under goi ng in th e 

city ce ntre than the pe riphery thi s is mainly because of larger concentration of people in 

the ccntre and the existence of unbalan ce demand and suppl y. Moreover, the inner c ity is 

decay in g much faste r than expansion area , apparently continuous maintenance is needed , 

that intern a ffects the smoothenin g of the ex isti ng traffi c system. 

Most of urban se rvices fo ll ow the road nctwork and the install ati on o f utiliti es li nes takes 

plaec on ri ght of ways. Researchers and engi neers agreed that, most of th e c ity roads 

particul arly roads that have been constru cted before some yea rs back are not up to the 

standard, which do not allow every other serv ices provision and even not properly serve 

th e existin g traffic . Moreover, roads have been cut or excavated here and there 

frequently. An institution may cut or excavate the road and the same road will be 

excavated by some other institution a few days or months later, eve n by the same 

instituti on. Not only that, whenever the re is techn o logical improvement th ere is no do ubt 

roads in th e c ity centre would be excavated . As stated earli er, roads that are constructed 

in the c ity centre are not onl y be low the standard but also registe r a hi gh level of 

exca vation which is the main cause fo r the improper functi onin g of road s and may 

register hi gh rate of traffic accident and loss of scarce resource. Consequentl y, a f"f"ect the 

economic Ii fe of the road. The study on Turk by Tu rkish courts of account 2008 shows : 
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Frequellt utility excavations in roads, non-standardjilling and compressing in palch Works 
impair qualily of asphall-paved roads and sidewalk and decrease Iheir economic hfe. This 
sill/alioll leads to Zlse of scarce resources for double construction of asphalt-paved roads 
and sidewalks as well as economic losses ,' and vehicle and pedesfrian Iraffic is adversely 
a[(ecreci. 

It is a gcnc ra l fact that most in frastru ctura l de ve lopment a lways traced th e road network , 

and mostl y in fi'astructure expansion is made at the ex pense of road. T he road most ly the 

carri agc way trenched or excavated by an y of the inst itutions (i.e water authority, 

telecommunication , Power Corporation and the li ke) and usuall y rema ins not ma inta ined 

a fter thc co mpletion of the task. Consequently, th e service yca r o f aspha lt road will 

reduce cons ide rab ly. Digging o ut roads or excavation may be considered as 

dys fun cti onal , whi ch has both pos iti ve and negati ve impacts. Wh en road is excavated it is 

for the purpose of bringi ng new fa c ility or services, and since it is labor in tens ive in most 

develo ping c iti es it mi ght be co nsidered as employment c reatio n, Con tra ry to thi s it is th e 

major ca use for financ ial loss, environ menta l pol lution, tra ffi c acc idcn t and cause of 

health pro blcms to the res idcnt o r people . 

It is a day to day experi ence to see roads particu larly II' the city centrc usuall y in th e 

process o f reconstru ction. The road a uthority may take expansion o r maintenance o f new 

and ex istin g roads, that road may be excavated by any of the above men ti oned inst itution 

immcdiate ly, the sa me roads usuall y remain bei ng not main ta ined for pro longed per iod of 

tim c for unk nown reaso ns, thi s trend is even becoming common in the new ly constructed 

and crossings of h igh way roads (i .e Kebena Road). Such problematic matters happened 

part ly bccausc o f lack o f coordin ati on. The stakeho lders do not g ive much emphas is for 

intcgration. Most inst ituti ons don't consider th e integrated task as tim e and resou rce 

sav ing too l. they consider their tasks as a project ass ignment rathe r than as a nat ion task 

(lVIWUD, 2006). Moreover, these inst itutions do not have long term plan in one s ite; they 

may dig or excavate a s ing le road tw ice or more within a year for s imilar projects. The 

most important thin g that has to be ment ioned here is th at the absence o f in frastructure 

poli cy and strong concerned body of executi on play vital ro le fo r th e ex isting 

Inconven ience . 
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Studies ha ve indicated that econom ic and technical issues are not the onl y barri ers to th e 

deve lopm ent of integrat ion of urban services planning. instituti onal concerns such as 

regul ato ry and utility dec ision making processes may also impede the deve lopment. 

identifyi ng those institutiona l obstacles and deve loping proper remedi es to eliminate 

them are il11portantnear- term strategies for the infrastructure deve lopment and integrating 

the services. 

Coordinated planning and operation of iI?frastruCIl{re (waler, sanitCilY sewer, gas, 
electricity, telephone, etc) and superstructure (asphalt-paved road, sidewalk, etc.) is 0/ 
greclI imparlance in lerms of prevenlion of repetitions, wastage of time and resources, 
interruptions in vehicle and pedestrian IrajJic as ",ell as ensuring a smooth and 
unil1lerrupted daily life during inFostrllcture works(Levenl et 01. , 2008). 

Whenever we trave l either wa lking or using an y fo rm of transportation mode is a very 

common phcnomenon to li sten the residents comment on the issue of integration. People 

let alone profess iona ls even a layman is fade up with the issue. The complain ts are not 

hidden for the planners and implementers. They might listen these compla ints, but they 

still have nOI shown effort to avoid the prob lem once and for all. All these problems can 

just ify that how sound it is integration at the intra and inter sectoral leve l and compulso ry. 

This in tegrat ion is not a one time task rather it has to begi n from planning to 

im plementati on even shall extend to protect ion and sustainability. 

Thi s study therefore, shall focu s on searching of the reasons and justification beh ind the 

absence or low leve l of integration of tasks during planning, implementation and 

fi na ncing among the stakeholders, and the strength and weakness of insti tu tions fo r 

integrati on and its conseq uence on overall infrastructure development. 

1-2 Objective of the Study 

The main objective of thi s stud y IS assess ll1 g the extent of integration among urban 

service providers and overview of weakness and strength of these servi ce providers in the 

inner cilY of Add is Ababa. 

1-2_1 Specific Objectives 

• To asses or determine the level o f integrati on during the time of planning, design 

and as we ll as im plementati on. 
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• To ident i fy the major reasons/causes for the absence or low le ve l o f integration 

and its consequence. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

To k now the dri ven fo rce o f excavation/cut off carriage way and also to identify 

the major reasons for the improper maintenance and management of road after the 

com pletion of the tasks. 

To eval uate the socio economic impact of the absence or low leve l of integration . 

To asses the effect of in frastructural pol icy and lega l grou nd of stakeho lders over 

the use of right of way. 

Finally to come up with contextual poss ible solutions and recommendations. 

1.2 .2 Research questions 

• What is the current stage of integrati on among stakeholders and where li es the 

process of integration fail ? 

• Wh y roads and utiliti es have not been planned designed and implemented 111 an 

integrated manner? 

• "V hat are the driv ing fo rces of freq uellL excava Li oll , poor mailllcnancc and 

management of aspha lt roads? 

• What are the soc ial , economical and envi ronmental consequences of poor 

coordination among stakeholders? 

• Does the master plan or phys ical plan give adequate emphas is fo r utiliti es and 

what is the po li cy ground over the use o f ri ght of way? 

• What poss ible contextual alternatives can be forwa rded? 

1.3 Reseal'ch Methodology 

Doing research mi ght be sim ple & trust worth , if and on ly if appropri ate and valid 

methodology is being used. Si nce the intra and inter sectora l planning is a new pract ice in 

Ethiopia, it must have sound and contextual techniques to address the issue and co ll ect 

necessa ry information . Regard ing the research method it could be sa id descripti ve and 

exp lanatory dominant ly by its very nature and the research relied on both qualitative and 

quantitati ve data though tends to be qualitati ve. Here aga in both primary and secondary 
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1.3.1 Data collection Method and Sampling Technique 

1.3.1.1 Primary Data 

The primary date is the major source of information for the study. In order to gather this 

primary data, diffei·ent method were applied as the key tools and methods for the study. 

Among the methods, personal observation, sample survey questionnaire, interviews were 

intensively used to triangulate the sources or data. 

Sampling Technique: the research use Sample survey methods as one major elements of 

data gathering technique. A total of 502 workers are considered to be sampling frame. 

Out of the total 502 sample frame 14 % of the total sample size was drown to make the 

respondents representative and reliable. The data gathered through this technique shall be 

more representative and reliable. In this survey, department heads and workers at 

different stages of four institutions were served as the units of analysis. The structure of 

these four institutions is more or less similar. Therefore, from each sector four 

departments were drawn from the sampling targets purposively. These departments are 

planning/design, implementation, management/follow-up, finance and law departments 

because the researcher believes that these institutions have direct and indirect relation 

with integration. For clarification people who work in planning, implementation, follow 

up (management) and finance departments are selected through purposive sampling. The 

questionnaire was prepared and distributed for those who are highly involved in the 

aforementioned sectors. Regarding sampling procedure the research was conducted using 

purposive sampling. With assuming that, these four sectors have direct relation with the 

topic dealing with. Furthermore lottery methods (simple random sampling method) have 

been utilized to minimize the bias among the total respondents. In this technique every 

department and every worker in those specific departments had equal opportunity to be 

chosen. 
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Table: 1.1 Distributions of Respondents from each Institution and Departments 

Institutions(unit Departments No, of workers Sample no, Total no. 
of analysis) by Department. by dep't Sample 

AACRA Planning/design 19 3 18 
Implementation/cons. 90 II 
Management/ 13 2 
Finance and law 14 2 

ET PlanninglDesign 18 3 17 
Implementation 72 10 
Management 13 2 
Finance and law 16 2 

EEPCO Planning/Design 17 2 15 
Implementation 69 9 
Management 14 2 
Finance and law 14 2 

AAWSA Planning/Design 22 3 18 
Implementation 75 10 
Management 19 3 
Finance and law 16 2 

Total 502 68 68 
Source: RespectIve InstItutIOns, 2011 

Based on the ahove information four departments are drawn frum four sectoral offices 

namely ET (118), EEPCO (114), AAWSA (133), AACRA (137) served as sampling 

frame. Therefore, the questiolmaires distributed for 68 respondents accordingly. There 

are two types of questionnaires, the one is for AACRA and the other is for utility 

providers namely EEPCO, ET, and AA WSA. The first part of the questionnaire for each 

category is more or less similar but the second part is different. For instance, types of 

technology, time of trenching and similar questions only inquire for Uti lity providers. 

While institution frequently excavate the road and untimely maintenance of roads etc. 

inquired only for AACRA. 

In-depth interview: people who are responsible for the task, higher officials and 

professionals were the major targets that can be addressed through in-depth interview. In 

this regard higher officials and the virtual committee (technical committee) on the 

integrated infrastructure development would be considered as the major emphasis. As 

already mentioned the four service providers' and the other newly established regulatory 
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body of higher officials and people who have worked in the right position were asked or 

interviewed in the structured and non structured form. 

Table: 1.2 Distributions ofInterviewed People 

Sectors to be researched(unit Higher Professional Total No, people 
of analysis) officials Employee interviewed 
Road authority I I 2 
Telecommunication I I 2 
Power supply I I 2 
Water and sewerage authority I I 2 
Planning Institute I I 2 
Regulatory body I I 2(Alternative) 
Total 6 6 12 

1.3.1.2 Secondary Data 

With regard to secondary data different documents have been reviewed. Available printed 

and non printed relevant materials were reviewed to recapitulate the lesson and strength 

the study from both local and international experience. Texts that are published by 

govenmlental and non governmental organization, previous findings and researches, 

magazines and internet releases served as the secondary input in the study. Moreover, 

previous panel discussions or talk show on the related topics were used as an additional 

source of information. 

1.3.1.3 Data Triangulation 

Every type of method has its own limitation or drawbacks and one can safely argue that 

to overcome the problem triangulation is the best and only method; it is recommendable 

to use different methods at a time. Having that in mind, the researcher applied 

triangulation techniques to combat the limitation of every method and to maintain the 

validity of the collected data. In this regard survey, in-depth interview, personal 

observation, panel discussion (TV talk show), published and unpublished documents 

have been used in this research. 
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1.3.2 Method of Data Analysis 

Regarding the data analysis data which gathered from different techniques was analyzed 

through descriptive analysis. The data has been tabulated using tables, charts, percentage 

and arguments. Furthermore data obtained from the questionnaire were computed using 

the program SPSS (16.0). 

1.3.3 Study Area Selection and Justification 

The Inner city of Addis Ababa being selected purposely for the following reasons: The 

two adjacent sub cities forming the central business district of the city, namely Arada & 

Addis Ketema exhibit a population density figures that is approximately 7 to 8 times larger 

than that of the average for the entire city. Generally, the four inner congested parts of the 

city; Arada, Addis Ketema, Lideta & Kirkos sub cities all together account 43% of the city's 

population while covering 8.3% of its land area (AACA, 2005 cited in Gashaw, 2009). 

It is a general fact that Addis Ababa is spontaneously growing city. This implies that, 

there were no good structure of development to the city and characterized by haphazard 

planning. Again it is a fact that, the inner part of the city is characterized with shanty, 

dilapidated situation. Moreover, the area is in fast decay than being renewed. Due to the 

fact that, the inner parts of the city has got little attention. In addition, LOP is undergoing 

in major parts of the inner-city to mention them; Arat Killo and Lideta, with this 

program and the city infrastructure development the asphalts of the city is being 

excavated, which haphazardly affect the overall infrastructure development. With these 

all facts the inner city is very convenient to look at the effect of un integrated planning. 

1.4 Scope of the Study 

The thematic scope of thi s study is integration and coordination of the institutions that 

provide utilities and infrastructures. The infrastructure providers at intra and inter sectoral 

level being assessed stalting from planning, implementing to managing the infrastructure 

or utilities. It shall do so by way of focusing on the four sectoral institutions that all 

highly engaged on the provision of the urban infrastructure in the context of Addis 

Ababa. This study will also focus on the sectoral performance, their coordination and 
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integration starting from 10 years (i.e. since 2002), this mainly because the infrastructure 

development in general and integration in particular took due attention recently. 

However, the spatial scope of the study shall be the inner city of Addis Ababa; again this 

is mainly because in the last 10 years fastest growth of infrastructure development 

occurred in the inner part of Addis Ababa (See Justification for area selection). 

Moreover, the ilmer cities are old areas and densely populated, consequently the existing 

infrastructure could not support the high level of existing demand. In order to improve 

the service delivery, the inner city redundantly/frequently excavated by the service 

providers. Thus the problem much exacerbated in the inner cities than other parts of the 

city (see next page, map of the study area). 

1.5 Significance of the Study 

This study shall provide a general highlight on the importance and existence of 

integration and coordination among different service delivery institution. It also tries to 

highlight its effect on the general urban infrastructure development program and resource 

utilization and efficiency. After searching out and analyzing the problem particularly 

areas where the process of integration fails, it tries to produce document which guides 

and tackle the existing problem or current and nlture efforts of integrated planning and 

providing effective and efficient urban infrastructure plan. Furthermore, it will serve as 

reference for scholars to stimulate further research on the related topics. 

1.6 The Organization of the Paper 

This paper is comprised five major components, part one contains the study background, 

statement of the problem, objective, scope significance and methodology and the like. 

The second Part focuses on the review, which mainly concentrates on the brief 

explanation of infrastructure and integration of the international and national experience, 

conceptual frame work and definition of relevant terms and contextual experiences. The 

Third part mainly focuses on the background of the study area and justification for 

selection. The Fourth part contains the analysis and presentation. Finally the Fifth part 

mainly focuses on the conclusion and recommendation. Reference and relevant 

documents such as questionnaires and maps shall be annexed. 
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1. 7 Limitation of the Study 

As most of the other researches the constraint of money said to be crucial limitation of 

this study, due to the same reason previously planned FOD cancelled and substituted with 

the Addis Zikre hasab Talk show, though they are not mutual. Other than the money 

constraint searching out related reviews particularly empirical evidence in the context of 

Ethiopia was difficult. It is vivid that dealing with different institutions also kind of 

challenge where the researcher encountered. Moreover, the respondents from each 

institute did not respond the questionnaire timely and some of them failed to respond to 

the questionnaires (nearly 4.1 %). The other challenge was from the previous Ethiopian 

telecommunication service (current Ethio Telecom). Since the institution in the process of 

outsourcing the management and practice a kind of transformation or PPP it was really 

said to be the most difficult place where the researcher spends couple of weeks. Unlikely, 

the researcher can only achieve the survey part with that considerable time. The person 

who assigned on the virtual committee was not cooperative to give interview for skeptics 

and lack of confidence. 
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Chapter Two 

2. Literature Review and Theoretical Frameworks 

The purpo.se o.f this chapter to. give a general theo.retical framewo.rk abo.ut the to.pic, it 

also. aims to. present general facts o.f previo.us findings , ambiguity and arguments abo.ut 

the co.ncept that has been researched in this paper and giving relevant definitio.n o.f terms 

that can be used frequently thro.ugho.ut the paper. Mo.reo.ver, in this chapter internatio.nal 

and natio.nal experiences will be presented as matter o.f fact, and will help also. to. knew 

hew far this issue has been studied, practiced in different co.untries as well as in Ethio.pia. 

2.1 Theoretical Framework 

It is a general fact that integratio.n is a process o.f bringing different tasks in to. o.ne 

harmo.nized system which seems very difficult and impractical. Integratio.n invo.lves 

different stages o.f activities and every single activity sho.uld be harmo.nized o.ne ano.ther 

to. bring effective and efficient system. Bringing different tasks in to. o.ne is net simple 

task. Since co.o.peratio.n and co.o.rdinatio.n are stepping sto.nes to. bring effective and 

efficient wo.rks amo.ng the stakeho.lders, every stakeho.lder sho.uld participate with their 

will fer coo.pcratio.n and co.o.rdinatio.n. 

Fig2.1. Conceptual Frame work For Integrated Infrastructure & service planning 

I 
I 
I 
I 

1 ________ _ 

Source: Mathewos Consult IUISP Manual, 2006 
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The primary objective of coordination is to implement the potentially conflicting works 

in an efficient & effective manner, as well as to ensure that nuisance caused to the public 

is kept to the practical minimum (Highway department research & development, 1998). 

The process of integration in comprises both cooperation and coordination, it also calls 

for the existence of a single formalized decision making system and procedure that 

facilitate the existence of such a system potentially allows for more effective and efficient 

use of resources to achieve certain objectives (Mathewos, 2006). We understood that 

from the above paragraph integration is the last stage of cooperation and coordination, 

sometimes integration can be measured through the existing level of coordination, in 

order to bring efficiency and effectiveness through integration we need to bring first 

cooperation and coordination, therefore cooperation is the preliminary stage of 

integration which need to be discussed in a very brief manner. 

2.1.1 The Concept and Need of Coordination 

The need for cooperation and coordination dated back centuries, the need for 

coordination is accelerating as more utilities are installed in limited right of-way (Utility 

policy manual, 1998). It is true that, resulted with high level of problems in the city 

centers. Urban areas are always in progress since they are epicenter of the development & 

they accommodate a large number of populations mainly resulted from natural increase 

and rural urban migration. Rapid population growth as well as dense and plan less 

structuring, especially cities like Istanbul and Ankara, have also lead to an increase in 

demand for utilities Services and consequently, in the resources used for the construction 

and maintenance of utilities. Most Third world cities could not be saved from such 

problems. Moreover, in cities with dense population, damages to roads and sidewalks 

during the construction and maintenance of utilities cause problems in daily life, create 

financial burden and necessitate effective solutions (Levent et aI., 2008). 

The rapid population growth in collaboration to haphazard planning of urban sectors may 

cause for devastating urban structure and cause for the process of retarded urban 

development. Infrastructure works mostly result in inevitable physical disruption, which 

leads to social costs, which are incurred but are not accounted for in the project budget. 

This would include lost time, business opportunities and additional fuel consumption, etc. 
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resulting from the effects of traffic disruption, nOise, air pollution, and other 

environmental/social impacts (NRC, 2003). An organization may construct road , after 

awhile another organization may excavate the road for multiple reason with a week or 

month difference. Excavation haphazardly affects the existing infrastructure and also 

cause for wastage of the resource. It is also the major reason to reduce significantly the 

actual service age of the road. 

As stated on AAPWA (2010) with increasing frequency, excavation and conflicts with 

utilities have had significant negative impacts on Public Work projects throughout the 

metropolitan City area. Owners agued that conflicts with utilities have become a leading 

issue in the design and construction of projects. They include not just the construction ' 

change orders, but serious delays and service disruptions to the public and poor public 

relations within the community. The costs of relocation to the Utilities also affect the 

community with higher rates and user fees , as the Utilities recover the extra costs 

(APW A, 20 I 0). The issue of continuous excavation has many negative impact other than 

the economic cost, among them continuous service interruption (power, water, 

telecommunications) and the like are the major features. In addition it is also the major 

cause for traffic incidents and health problems. These and other similar problems helped 

the concept of coordination is being attract stakeholders and promoted for urban 

infrastructure. It is common to see institutions to work individually and always tried to 

achieve their objective, improved coordination has the potential to reduce these impacts 

dramatically. The existence of coordination helps to bring the change in urban growth 

which directly includes reduced project costs through efficiencies of scale and avoidance 

of repeat maintenance costs, primarily in the pavement repair area. 

Utility coordination mainly has been a reactive undertaking, often only occurring towards 

the end of a design project, rather than a proactive process that begins at project 

conception. Proper planning, locating, and coordination between involved stakeholders 

will minimize costs and delays and lead to the best possible project at the lowest ultimate 

combined cost to the community (ibid). The researcher argued that the over all objective 

of utilities is providing best services for the community at reasonable price, in addition it 

is possible to bring the urban life at ease by doing so, but due to the absence of 
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coordination the cost wi ll rise and works becoming delayed more than their 

accomplishment time. Moreover, the effect will extend up to the reduction of the service 

age of the roads due to continuous excavation and also haphazardly affect the 

environment. Effective utility coordination leads to many tangible benefits helping keep 

construction costs in line and projects on schedule, as well or romoting collaborations 

that make the process move more smoothly and efficiently f, .II (LAGL, 2000). 

As already stated, bringing the stakeholders to work together in planning, implementing 

and follow up is not an easy task, particularly in areas where the existence of different 

arrangements of institutions and absence of infrastructure policy. Moreover, Utility 

coordination creates open exchange of information among Owners, utility providers, 

Engineers, and Contractors. Utility coordination also fosters cooperation among all 

groups in planning, design, and construction of projects that can be an overall benefit to 

participating and non participating stakeholders. Utility coordination is a responsibility 

shared by essentially three entities: Owners, Engineers, and Utilities. The benefit will 

extend to the public. 

• Expected Benefits from Coordination 

According to APW A (2010), specifically the following are list of benefits that can be 

realized through proper and timely utility coordination. 

• Allows for flexibility and time for Utilities/Engineers to develop the most cost effective 

relocation plan. 

• Reduces delays to the Contractor during highway construction caused by cutting, 

damaging, or discovering utilities that were not known. 

• Avoids unnecessary utility relocations. Accurate utility information is availabl~ to the 

designers early enough in the development of a project to design around many potential 

conflicts. 

• Eliminates unexpected conflicts with utilities . The exact location of virtually all utilities 

is known and accurately shown on the construction plans. In add ition reduces delays to 

the project caused by waiting for utility work to be completed. 
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• Enhances safety. When excavation or grading work can be shifted away from existing 

utilities, there is less possibility of damage to a utility that might result in personal injury, 

property damage, and releases of product into the environment. 

• Avoids damage to utilities and the subsequent untimely loss of utility service. 

• Possible to extend or maintain the service life of the roads, etc. These all expected 

results will be effective when and where the practical and sound policy is in place 

because the issue of policy gives legal ground for all stakeholders that continuously use 

the rights of way. 

2.2 Instruments for the Coordination of Infrastructure 

Infrastructural coordination is simply a systematic interaction of all components in the 

whole system, the system component in comprises three elements namely theoretical , 

financial and technical issues, Use of appropriate instruments such as building 

development plans, shaping urban development for the effective planning, coordination 

and monitoring of infrastructure works. Moreover, the policy ground is needed to 

formulate manuals and guidelines in which the model of coordination can be developed 

and use of right of way. Thus, these following issues directly or indirectly related and 

serve as instrument for coordination of infrastructure works. 

2.2.1Coordination at Planning Stage 

Coordination with Utilities begins as early as practical during project development (e.g, 

planning, and preliminary engineering). Departments expected to send plans at various 

stages of completion to each affected Utility for review and comment. It is the 

responsibility of each Utility to verify and/or provide the following information on its 

utility facilities: 

• Type and Size, 

• Vertical and horizontal location, and 

• Information on retired facilities. 

If a utility installation will be located or relocated on or across public right-of-way, the 

Utility shall submit an application for a utility permit to the district for review and 

approval in accordance with the policies and procedures in the publication (Illinois utility 
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coordination 20 I 0). Coordination at this level is expected to accommodate multi year 

plan in which to create one map for different activities. 

• Multi year Plan 

Coordination of infrastructure depends on good planning of works to be undertaken. As 

already said the process of coordination has followed five stages, among them planning is 

the basic where one can argue almost 90 % of the total coordination process 

accomplished at this stage. The development of multi year plans which have specific 

projects identified, is key to effective coordination of different programs, the practice 

seems to vary significantly in this area with some cities having plans that are projected 

out for 10 years, others which only concentrate on the coming year (NRC, 2003). Most 

cities' plan ranges from 3 to 10 years that is with the consideration of the projection of20 

years and above. The longer the planning period is the better for coordination process. In 

this case change of plan before and after the beginning of project work would be 

minimal. 

Investment programs of municipalities and utilities are the sources of information that 

form the basis of coordination plan. Thus, investment programs of utilities to be realistic 

and feasible, implementation of programs without material deviation are of great 

importance for planning of coordination. Planning, execution and monitoring processes 

with regard to coordination of infrastructure works at metropolitan cities are regulated by 

laws Metropolitan Municipalities (Levent et aI., 2008). But the laws and policy of 

infrastructure might not contain the detail procedural activities of utility works, due to the 

fact that many utility providers come up with conflict of interest over the use of rights of 

way that may extend up to courts case. 

In this planning stage the utilities providers expected to submit multi year plan which is 

parallel to the master plan of the given city. These arrangements emphasize that, plalming 

phase of coordination shall start with the notification of draft investment programs for the 

subsequent year to responsible agency by utilities and municipalities each year until the 

other year project implementation phase begin. According to NRC (2003) the effective 

coordination of the various utilities involved is critical. All below stated areas serve as 
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specific roles in the infrastructure approval process and affect how well individual 

programs are coordinated. The following criteria's said to be standards to measure the 

success of particular organizations include: 

• The length of the plans distributed to the various infrastructure providers; 

• The frequency of contact with external agencies; 

• The existence of a formal multi -agency committee to review these issues; 

• The existence of no-cut rules and pavement degradation fees; 

• The size of the annual infrastructure deficit and the frequency of reporting to council 

&the public on these issues; and the existence of block funding approvals (ibid). 

Table 2.1 Area of Focus for Practice 

Area of focus for Inquiry Remark 
practices 

Multi year plan Three and above years 
Coordination Formal committee On Weekly, monthly or 
practice annual basis 

Coordination of development 
Corridors upgrade Cost benefit analysis Improve efficiency 

Further Economical investigation Cost benefit analysis 
Permit requirement Importance of the work 

Restrictive practice No cuts rule 
Pavement restoration procedure The minimum standard 
Pavement degradation fee Compensation fee 

Approval process/ Dedicated funding source 
Communicating Block funding 
needs Formal planning tools Uniformity 

Presentation, public notice and other References 
Technical information dissemination 
consideration Pre ins!. Engineering &policy issues Minimize risk 

Software's GIS 
Trencheles technologies Drilling machines 

Source: Summarized from NRC, 2003 

2.2.2 Coordination of Projects and Capital Works Plan 

As indicated above, to reach the highest stage of integration the first preliminary 

coordination work should be done at the earliest stage. Coordination involves the 

harmonization of a common action or to create a harmonious interaction among the 
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stakeholders that highly involved in infrastructure and service development or service 

delivery can be achieved based on the adoption of certain procedures and guidelines. 

Coordination and scheduling of Utility capital improvements and maintenance projects 

will be performed jointly by members of the utility owners. All members will provide 

their plans for major capital works (off course the plan should be multi year), road 

modifications, paving programs, and major maintenance programs prior to the year of 

construction (APW A, 2010). These all separate programs will be coordinated by the 

responsible institution and submitted to the responsible legal institution for compilation 

and publication. By doing this it is possible to reduce the cost of construction, time need 

and repetition of works, reduce maintenance cost and finally create harmonized system 

within the general system which can facilitate the over all urban growth for a given cities. 

After having the necessary information to coordination and scheduling units design the 

integrated mapping in which the whole works becoming at ease. It is recognized that an 

effective mapping system is essential to achieving all the effective goals. Therefore, the 

development of an efficient system for mapping, i.e. integrated or individual maps, 

composite utility mapping, etc. that is very critical issue for the control of damage and 

handle the issues among stakeholders (TPUCC, 2004). 

• Formal Committees 

Avery common method of coordination is the establishment of formal or regular 

committees with representation from a variety of service areas. This method seeks to 

ensure open lines of communication among the various service providers. The committee 

includes representatives from each of the internal areas affected which are usually 

sewers, water, drainage and roads (NRC, 2003). Moreover, in this context 

telecommunication, water and sewerage, power supply, road and city administration said 

to be included in the committee. The committee should further accommodate every 

stakeholders those who have direct and indirect contact to the system. 

The presence of regular committee usually benefit s the stakeholders regardless of their 

commitment. Telecommunication and power mostly owned by private sectors or 

sometimes owned by county other than cities, in this case these utilities may not have 
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direct contact to the city but still performing in the city. Nonetheless sectors should 

actively participate in the coordination committees. As can be seen in some researches 

the efforts on coordination is mostly unsuccessful not because of absence of formal 

committee, but rather because of the members in the committee. This is mainly because 

of the people in the coordination committee are busy officials and sometimes political 

appointee who do not have enough time and concern for the program, in this case 

difficult to have formal or regular meeting. 

• Asset Management and Utility Database 

The other important tool to create coordination is that the utility registration system in 

which every utility provider and other stakeholders need to register their own utility on 

the surface or underground, this record should have one modern data base system in 

which every detail can be hold and can be accessed any time. The right and responsibility 

of registering the utility data vary from country to country but every writer agreed that 

the existing infrastructure and utilities of cities should be recorded and kept in an 

organized manner. The National Research Council of Canada (NRC, 2003) recommends 

that municipalities should adopt an integrated approach to plan the renewal of their road, 

sewer and water system, a systematic and proactive model is developed to ensure that 

renewal programs are based on sound data. The avai lability of these utility records will 

facilitate the planning works and it also helps to easi ly identify areas which need 

maintenance and also very helpful to adopt monitoring of the status of uti lities over the 

rights of way. Recording in addition will help to easily identify the types of utilities 

installed in the right of way and help also for integrated mapping and planning among the 

utility providing institutions. 

The data format and content vary among municipalities, but should allow for proactive 

management and be integrated. An inspection program should be developed to collect 

information about the road , sewer and water systems to ensure decisions are based on the 

proper information. The results on the inspection program need to be properly 

documented and stored. Condition assessments should be used to identifY and prioritize 

renewal requirements for each system. Once the assessment is complete, a performance 

evaluation should be made to project the required investment over the next 10 to 20 
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years. Finally, once a component of a system has been identified for renewal an economic 

analysis should be used to select the most cost-effective renewal method and the timing 

for renewal (Anne and et al 2008). 

• Geographical Information System 

For effective and good planning, coordination and monitoring of urban infrastructure; 

"Infrastructure Information System" is needed. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) is 

grounded on building development plans prepared in digital environment, which are 

named also as footing in literature. However, the existing building development plans do 

not constitute an accurate and reliable ground for GIS (Levent et a!. , 2008). The use of 

GIS is critical to integrate both spatial and non spatial data and its analysis is user 

friendly, the interface of the system is user friendly and interactive. It holds the spatial 

data layers ' dynamically linked to the attribute data, organized according to different 

administrative hierarchies (Map India, 2003). 

Most research documents further argued that in addition to the use of GIS there should be 

more sophisticated and high quality software application for infrastructural integration. 

According to the NRC (2003), currently most municipalities use capacity modeling 

software for roads, water, sewer, and drainage systems. Some software's are integrated 

with a municipal geographical information system (GIS), which presents better 

opportunity for coordination of individual capacity upgrading programs. Some 

municipalities use closed-circuit television (CCTY) for inspection and leak detection to 

determine underground infrastructure rehabilitation needs or in reaction to frequent 

maintenance requirements. 

• Organizational Structure 

In addition to recording the utilities with the highest and reliable technology the 

institutional arrangement of utility is a very critical component, the arrangement of these 

institutions may not be convenient to bring effective and efficient coordinated system. 

Researches prove that the structure of organization has vital role for the ease of 

cooperation and integration. Coordination of infrastructure works has been the subject of 

legal arrangements, an organizational structure that would operate as a committee (ICC) 
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comprised of public institutions, private utilities and nongovernmental organizations is 

envisaged for the coordination of infrastructure works. Nevertheless, organizational 

structure specified in legal arrangement for the coordination of infrastructure works has 

not been established in most cities (Levent et aI., 2008). According to Mathewos (2006), 

the lack of integration of urban services planning could be said to have its basis in three 

major areas, among them poor institutional atTangement is critical. Thus, institutions that 

have good organizational structure are always benefited from the fruit of coordination 

and integration. 

• Alternative Methods ITrench less Technologies 

Applying modern technologies for the utility works can help to save huge amount of 

resources on the process of installation and maintenance. However, applying these 

technologies itself acquire huge investment at preliminary stage and at this point the 

economic cost benefit analysis should be made before one choose the type of instrument 

or teclmologies use for infrastructural works. Alternative practices such as Joint trench, 

Multi-inlet pipe system and gallery systems that enable burial of more than one line with 

one single excavation instead of separate burial of different utility lines with common 

features are not used adequately. Use of these systems shall decrease damages to 

superstructure caused by underground works, facilitate maintenance of infrastructure, 

prevent interruptions in vehicle and pedestrian traffic and minimize costs. However, 

instead of this, only short term installation costs were taken into account while savings in 

long-term maintenance and improvement costs were ignored or even not considered with 

the prejudgment that it would be costly (Levent et aI., 2008). 

A refinement to the corridor upgrade approach is the installation of a utilidors to have a 

variety of utilities, such as fiber optics, telephone, cable, and hot water for central 

heating. While utilidors are relatively common in Europe and in buildings throughout 

North America, their application to urban infrastructure is new. The benefits of utilidors 

include: One-time construction of the corridors, Long term access to utilities, ease of 

maintenance, and Minimal disruption to surfaces such as roads (ibid). 
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• Trench less method 

Multiple conduits can be passed through a single bore or tunnel. There is a Requirement 

though for multiple bores to have a minimum spacing of 10 D between individual bores. 

Where D = the diameter of the largest conduit. 

The minimum depth of a trench less bore is 1.5 meters. 

• Open Trenching and Trench Restoration Requirements 

Most trenching involves work on medium or heavily trafficked roads with an asphalt 

surface. There is a requirement that all services must be at a minimum depth of I metre 

cover. Any trenching involving Utilities installation and other authorities may require a 

wider trench to ensure that appropriate separations are achieved without shoring 

requirements. Reinstatement needs to be as per the standard specification. Excavated 

material can not normally be reused. Many municipalities in their trench restoration 

standards require T -cut sections, specify compaction standards, require pavement 

replacement of the full width of the lane, and require replacement of full panels of 

concrete streets. This may involve greater pavement restoration and, therefore, increased 

costs to the applicant. 

The municipality has the discretion to choose the restoration standards it will impose as 
long as the standards are reasonable and are imposed in a non-discriminatory manner. 
However, it is to the benefit of the municipality to involve those companies and utilities that 
will be making trench cuts within the municipality's right of way in the drafiing of the 
standard specifications (Reka Goode and Brenda Kahn 1999). 

2.2.3 During Construction Stage 

The construction phase of a highway improvement project begins after all of the design, 

right-of-way acquisition and the letting processes have concluded with the award of a 

contract. At that time, all of the previously umelated patties of a project are first put 

together as the team to build the project. In this sense, every stockholder's, contractors, 

utility owners, road owners and others should come together. INDOT has utilized a 

formalized communications process known as "partnering" on many contracts in recent 

years to maintain communications among all parties to the construction project. The 

initial meeting and continuing project meetings keep all patties informed as the project 

evolves. Pattnering can aid communications among the utility companies involved with 
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the project that may have work plans that need to be coordinated. This process puts all 

the individual entities of the construction project together as a team to manage the project 

in a manner that benefits all parties. 

Holding a coordination meeting with utility companies prior to the formal pre construction 
meeting should allow those companies to compare their work plans and determine if there 
are conflicts that need to be resolved. Utility company involvement at this stage may 
eliminate the need for such involvement at the formal pre-construction meeting that INDOT 
holds with the contractor (Richard, et al on the report 2004). 

• Involvements of private Sector and Alternative Budget Sources 

Utility reforms of the 1980s and 1990s included not only unrestricted but also increased 

involvement of the private sector in the ownership and management of utility companies. 

In some individual companies private participation in infrastructure has been the norm. In 

United States for instance, telecommunications and electricity companies have always 

been privately owned as has significant proportion of water industry. Similarly, in France 

about a Third of the water system is privately managed reflecting along standing tradition 

of concession infrastructure provision to private enterprises. Private participation has 

generally succeeded in reducing costs and developing countries have since followed this 

route (1, Brook and C.lrwin2003). 

Allowing the entry by new providers in some market segment often reforms have focused 

on restructuring the existing utility, but changes in industry structure and ownership can 

also result from the entry of new provides in to the business, there are strong arguments 

to involve the private commercial , (NOO) sectors. Distinction should be made between 

economic arguments, ideological arguments and historical practices in different 

countries. Privatization could be define from two perspectives, in the broad sense implies 

promoting private sector involvement in service delivery but not necessarily changing the 

ownership of utility. Outsourcing management contracts and concessions are ways to 

increase private sector involvement without changing the ownership. In the narrow sense 

of the word, privatization refers to ownership of transfer by selling the shares 

(divestiture) or selling the utility to a private patty (Van Dijk and Teggegne2005). Due to 

complex nature of problem in the management some times privatization gives much 

monopoly for the private sector, due to the fact that many countries try to contextualize 
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privatization itself. With the complex nature of privatization the involvement of private 

shifted to the most appropriate public private partnership (PPP). 

Table: 2.2 Option for private participation 

Option Oper Manage Maintenance 
ation ment 

system 
A B 

Service ,{ X X X 
contract 
Manageme ,{ ,{ X 
nt contract ,{ 

Lease ,{ ,{ ,{ ,{ 

Concession ,{ ,{ ,{ Ii:j 

Asset sale ,{ ,{ ,{ ,{ 

Boot(new ,{ X ,{ ,{ 

asset) 
Adopted: From J, Brook and C.Irw1l12003. 

,( Responsibility lie with private operator 

X Responsibility lies with the public sector 

Build operate own transfer (Boot) 

Investment Ownership 
of asset 

C Planni Financin 
ng g 

X X X Public 
sector 

X X X Public 
sector 

,{ ,{ X Public 
,{ sector 

,{ ,{ ,{ Public 
sector 

,{ ,{ ,{ Public 
sector 

,{ i:1 ,( Public 
sector 

This incorporate three different functions planning (a) carrying out the work (b) and 

financing the maintenance( c) .B, the asset are transferred to concessionaire for a fixed 

period of time but are owned by the state. 

• Cost-Effective Execution and Monitoring 

It is obvious that coordination is the tool for efficient and cost effective infrastructural 

developments, Instruments developed for needs and resources planning of infrastructure 

coordination works should be final and joint programs. In which saving is made in 

superstructure works such as excavation, asphalt-paved road and sidewalk improvement. 

However, obtaining expected benefit from Infrastructure coordination depends on multi 

year resources and needs planning made through considering time granted for first 

construction and improvement of infrastructure faciliti es . 
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• Introduction of Cut Fee Rule 

According to Tesfaye (200 I), the installation of utility lines could be divided in to three 

models namely underground, surface and overhead either singularly or in combination. 

The underground installation could be further classified as Trenched, Un-trenched, 

Utility tunnel. Having this in mind the installation of utilities prefers the first type of 

trench excavation for certain reasons. Unlike the others this trenched excavation has a 

number of negative impact on the other infrastructures or mainly done at the expense of 

the existing road. Roads that are redundantly/frequently excavated for utility installation 

have lesser strength, in other words roads record shorter service life period than the 

others. The Research in San Francisco assures that streets records fewer excavations will 

have more service year compared to streets that encounter frequent one. The trench cut 

fee is a reasonable condition placed up on the use of the city right of way and does not 

impair any franchised right of way utility. The prime motive of this trench cut fee is to 

bring cooperation and integration among the utility companies it encourages excavators 

to coordinate their excavation thus reducing the number of street cuts (Alvarez, 2000). 

Trench CUT FEE has a number of benefits, among them it encourage excavators to 

coordinate their excavations with other utility companies. Thus, reducing the number of 

street cuts is inevitable. A study by the San Francisco State University concluded that the 

more cuts that occur, the shorter the service life of the street. The San Francisco State 

University concluded that: Asphalt Streets with: Have a service life of: Less than 3 cuts 

26 years, Between 3 and 9 cuts 18 years, More than 9 cuts 13 years. 

The study therefore concluded that when compared to streets with fewer than 3 cuts. 

Average streets with 3 to 9 cuts have a 30% shorter service life. When compared to 

streets with fewer than 3 cuts, on average, streets with more than 9 cuts have a 50% 

shorter service (Alvarez, 2000). He further argued that The City and County of San 

Francisco, which adopted an ordinance in October 1998, has already experienced 

improved coordination between utility companies through joint trenching. This reduces 

the number of street cuts & minimizes disruption to the public. Union City was unable to 

provide feedback since their ordinance went into effect less than eight months ago (ibid). 
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• Considering SUE as an option 

Subsurface Utility Engineering (SUE) is a branch of engineering. It involves managing 

certain risks associated with utility mapping at appropriate quality levels. According to 

local guide Minnesota department of transportation (2000) (www.dot.state.mn.us/utilityi) SUE 

is a key component in any utility coordination effort should be an accurate understanding 

of the existing condition, without an accurate map of utility plant is presently in and 

above the ground it is impossible to effectively design and coordinate the necessary 

provision that must takes place to accommodate the project. A study for the Federal 

Highway Administration quantified a savings of more than $4 for every $1 spent for SU 

through applying Utility coordination, utility relocation design and coordination, and 

other utility issues. The idea also fUlther explained (WSDOT Utilities Manual, 2008). 

As we all know utility management and sharing the utility information is again basic 

consideration and even mentioned as one of coordination tool. Exchanging the utilities 

record among the stakeholders in every stage can save the huge cost incurred during 

planning and implementation of coordinating tasks. 

• Complying with Statutory Requirements 

The Metropolitan Toronto Public Utilities Coordinating Committee (MTPUCC) was an 

organization of utilities, companies and associations involved in the construction and 

maintenance of utilities and other related services within the road allowance of 

metropolitan roads. The objective of the MTPUCC was to foster cooperative action 

amongst its members through discussion and mutual resolution of issues and coordinated 

development of standards in the areas of engineering design, construction and 

maintenance. The committee tried to establish sub committees to share the responsibility 

and to avoid the bureaucratic nature of coordination tasks (TPUCC, 2004). 

According to TPUCC, Each member contributed to the MTPUCC by means of 

membership fees, to provide funding for the implementation and maintenance of digital 

mapping and records. After the digital mapping and records complete the overall 

compiled document will be distribute for each stakeholders, in which enable to access 

any informat ion 's without difficulties. The TPUCC is concerned with the orderly, safe 
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and efficient planning, design and construction and maintenance of these services within 

the public road allowance in Toronto, with this practice the Toronto public utilities 

coordinating committee achieved the objectives by bringing the stakeholders to work 

together. The TPUCC will foster cooperation amongst its Members through discussion, 

resolution of conflicts, and development of standards and coordination of programs in 

safety, engineering planning, design, construction and maintenance within the public road 

allowance, to improve customer service and optimize efficiency. The TPUCC will 

promote and coordinate the orderly, safe and efficient planning, design, construction and 

maintenance of utility services within the public road allowance in Toronto. 

• The Need for Policy 

The need for an Urban Sector Policy Framework (USPF) the absence of National Urban 

Policy Framework in general and utilities installation in particular has contributed to a 

lack of coordination between Ministries, Departments and Agencies functioning in the 

urban sector and to the absence of a clear basis for prioritization of activities. There are 

two principal reasons for a National Urban Policy: Firstly, cities are integral to our 

economy, and are where the majority of Australians live. The decisions that government, 

business and individuals make have significant effects on cities. Secondly, urgent 

challenges need to be addressed if we are to secure the long term productivity, 

sustainability and livability of our nation. To secure the ongoing prosperity and 

wellbeing of our communities, we must ensure that our cities meet the needs of current 

and future generations, and that economic growth can be sustained without compromising 

the natural environment or diminishing quality of life (Our cities discussion paper, 20 I 0) . 

Policy generally aims to stipulate the location, materials and methods for installation and 

adjustment of utility lines on all the state highway system (ibid). The utility and urban 

infrastructure is a very critical issue, agencies cannot operate in a vacuum. Like any other 

service organization, urban services agencies must have guidance from the people they 

serve. Works shouldn't be done on vacant circumstances, there should be proper policy 

framework to harmonize the whole system, and Policy formulation aims to create 
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conducive legal procedure for the benefit and guidance of utility providers that in one 

way or another involved in the utility operations on highway right-of- way. 

• Policy and Norms ofInternational Experience 

Most European and American countries have the infrastructure policy and norms of 

utility installation. Reviewing the experience of norms and standard of these countries is 

very critical to adopt the Ethiopian utilities installation and integration manual. 

According to Tesfaye (200 I), Control of access can be materially affected by the extent 

and manner in which public utilities cross or other wise occupy the highway right of way. 

Where such longitudinal installations are requested, the utility owner must in each case 

show that 

A. Accommodation will not adversely affect highway and traffic safety. 

B. Alternate locations are not available or can not be implemented at reasonable cost, 

from stand point of providing efficient utility services in a manner conducive to safety, 

durability, and economy of maintenance 

C. utility providers should work in an integrated manner for the safety of highway 

and reduce wastage of resources. 

D. Roads that are constructed less than 3-5years could not be trenched unless and 

otherwise the situation forced to do so and the like. 

2.3 Empirical Evidences on Coordination 

Integrated urban infrastructure and service planning rursp is not recent phenomenon for 

most European, America and Asian countries. Most countries in the world understand the 

use of rursp and start implementing earlier, the issue of integration is also becoming 

popular in some of African countries such as South Africa and Rwanda. The concept of 

integration applied in many other sectors other than infrastructure or utilities provision, 

even here in Ethiopia the integrated housing development program could be consider as 

an example, employment creation , poverty alleviation, the issue of environment, 

sustai nable development and promotion of small and micro finance are elements of the 

integrated housing program. Different countries have different experience of integration 

but the infrastructural integration of Ethiopia is lowest. Reviewing the experience of 
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some countries have much importance to understand how very important integration is 

and to adopt some useful perspectives in the effort of integration in the Ethiopian context. 

2.3.1 Experience from Indonesia 

According to Matewos (2006), integrated urban infrastructure and service development 

plan (lUIDP) of Indonesia is a good example of improved infrastructure planning 

coordination. Prior to the JUIDP practice, there was little coordination and tremendous 

backlog of unmet needs of infrastructure. Since the late 1980s the towns and cities of 

Indonesia have been planning and implementing JUIDP. The IUIDP had institutional, 

revenue and physical improvement component. It was initiated by ministry of public 

works of Indonesia in collaboration with World Bank and also suppo11ed by Asian 

development fund. 

Implementing the IUIDP was not an easy task, this program was refined through time, 

and the approach was shuffled from sectoral approach to bottom up approach. The 

attempt was made at local level then developed to city and nation level respectively to 

achieve the infrastructural integration process (ibid). 

Though Indonesia has achieved a substantial improvement of urban infrastructure 

though this program, The impact registered in making the organizations responsible for 

providing, managing sustaining the achievements was limited and the success was 

realized after the continuous effort were made. Bringing the stakeholders together and 

create conducive atmosphere for them had improved the service provision and saved the 

scarce resources in the given area. As a result the social and economic costs to the socity 

reduce considerably. 

2.3.2 Experience from Turkey 

According to Levent (2008), in 2004-2006, MMs spent approximately 1.428 million YTL 

(new Turkish Liras) for Asphalt-paved road and 420 million YTL for sidewalk 

constructions. With current Municipal work on asphalt-paved roads, all roads would be 

renovated every 5 years. Considering that economic life of hot mix asphalt is 

approximately 15 years; it can be understood that roads were renewed before their end-
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of-life or service year. Cases where roads and pavements are damaged before their end

of-life for the sake of infrastructure works and excavations are a phenomenon 

encountered by every citizen in their daily life. However, to what extent improvement 

need of asphalt-paved roads and pavements has resulted from uncoordinated 

infrastructure works cannot be identified easily. 

Frequent utility excavations became common practiced in most parts of Turkish cities 

roads, quality of asphalt-paved roads and sidewalk decrease drastically so as their 

economic life. Hence, the Turkish MMs decided asphalt-paved roads not to be excavated 

frequently, necessary measures to maintain integrity should be taken and infrastructure 

works should be carried out in coordination. 

Routing and width ofroads are significantly changed with changes in building development 
plans. While harmonizing status with development plans, those lines ins tailed before 
plans II1USt be displaced or reinstalled. In such cases, not only costs related to 
infrastructure but also asphalt-paved roads and sidewalk costs turn into sunk cost (Levent, 
2008). 

Another cost item in the coordination of infrastructure works is infrastructure information 

system developed as patt of GIS. These are carried out completely without planning 

coordination of infrastructure works and interoperability of GIS. Infrastructure 

information system can be developed through use of map in digital environment as 

footing. With this aspect digital maps named as footing are of vital importance in GIS. At 

many MMs, each utility prepare its own maps according to its needs and program. GISs 

are developed by using incompatible footings and thus, these systems can not be used in 

the coordination of infrastructure works, this in turn leads to double costs and work 

repetitions. And finally come up with periodic update of utilities and interoperability. 

2.3.3 Experience from South Africa 

As stated on Matewos 2006, South Africa adopted a municipal infrastructure program in 

the late 1990s with the aim of improving the quality of life of the poorest sections of 

South African communities through granting access to basic servIces. It is A multi 

faceted development program containing different packages such as water supply, 

sewage, road, storm water drainage, transport facilities , toilet and sport facilities. 
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The department of consultaion development has been responsible for integration of MIP 

projects in to broader multifaceted development programs. The department prepares 

goals and objectives and strives for the success of stated goals. Local governments were 

established in response to the mission. These local governments in South Africa 

restructured to focus on the provision of basic infrastructure by decentralizing the system. 

In general the program has met its mission to deliver infrastructure. It has also achieved 

its mission through the coordination of municipal infrastructure program by considering 

MIP fund and mobilizes local resource. 

The Provincial government receives the grant funds from the national government and 

manages the funds in accordance with the approved business plan. In this case the project 

became successful and benefits large number of South African poor communities as 

expected. 

2.4 Infrastructure and Utilities in the Context of Ethiopia 

According to daily Ethiopia report, the provision of good quality infrastructure services is 

the key to an efficient operation of the private sector and the integration into the global 

market as well as for attracting foreign direct investment. Therefore, the Government has 

been and is still engaged in comprehensive infrastructure development programs in roads, 

telecommunications, energy and others. However, one can safely argue that the current 

status of service provision is said to be scanty in both extent and quality. 

• Principle of Infrastructure Development 

Infrastructure is always a crucial sector for the harmonization of social and economic 

activities and foster the over all development of cities. The development of other sectors 

hampered due to the inadequacy of infrastructure, since infrastructure is a very crucial 

factor it is unthinkable to bring sustainable economic and other forms of development in 

the absence of integrated infrastructure strategy. With the understanding of the above 

issues the urban development policy gave much attention for the provision of 

infrastructure in adequate manner and based on the policy some possible 

recommendations were forwarded in urban infrastructure improvement draft 2007). 
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• The existing infrastructure impact should be studied before the construction of 

new infrastructure. 

• Infrastructure development should allow active participation of all stakeholders. 

• Infrastructure provision and management should follow certain procedure and 

Higherarchy. 

• Infrastructure that serves the public should be prioritized .... 

As we can see, the above Ethiopian urban policy gives much emphasis for the provision 

and development of infrastructure and it also tried to insight the areas of focus and what 

should look like the development of infrastructure. However, one can understand that the 

issue of integration is loosely presented in this infrastructure improvement package, in 

result it is difficult to achieve certain objectives in the absence of integration. 

• Infrastructure and Related Policy Issues in Ethiopia 

It is known fact that, there is no single full-fledged/consolidated infrastructure policy 

however, the infrastructural development was as major component of urban policy of 

Ethiopia, the urban policy of Ethiopia that promulgated in the year 2006 raise and depict 

some important elements of cities infrastructure. 

Since Cities do not have enough infrastructure most of them do not equipped with 

adequate water, road, power and telecommunication, some other cities equipped with 

some infrastructure provision but still could not sati sfy the existing demand(Urban 

development policy; 2005). Moreover, the new and existing infrastructural development 

activities undergoing in un integrated manner. A number of factors can be mentioned 

here as a root cause, According to Tesfaye (2001), Poor management of utility lines with 

in the right of way of roads being the major /core problem, its effect manifested by 

interference of utility providers, repeated excavation, road cutting and incurring extra 

expense. The possible cause for the problem could be one or a combination of the 

following: 

• Absence, lack or non familiarity of guiding frames 

• lack of implementing capacity 
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• lack of sustainable concern and Lack of coordination 

As the writer said the aforementioned factors have strong impact on the absence of 

integration but lack or low level of integration is not only resulted from the above 

reasons. According to Mesfin (2009), Lack of established infrastructure policy, Lack of 

information with coordinate data on the existing underground utility locations, lack of 

clear and accountable legal frame work, and so on for the absence of integration on road 

and utilities. 

• Norms of Installation of Utility Lines Providing Institutions 

Ethiopian electric power corporation (EEPCO), water supply and sewerage 

authority(AA WSA), Ethiopian telecommunication corporation(ETC) are the major utility 

lines providing institutions both nation wide and at the city level, EEPCO and ETC have 

norms of installation (Tesfaye, 2001) and currently the Ethiopian water and sewerage 

authority prepared norms of installation, but still focuses on the water. This is mainly 

because of the nature of the sewerage doesn't allow to develop fixed standards. 

Figure 2.2, Figure showing the standard of utility arrangement 

Uti lity Arrangement 

III III 

P/TITslU/W/G lSI I WilFI IJITslT/P 

P=Power transmission line T=Telephone, Telegraph, Television 
Ts=Traffic signal J=Inlets W=Water 
G=Gas Wi=Irrigation 
S=Sewer F=Fuel transmit ion line 

Source: Towards coordinated management of utility lines drafts (2001) 

The drainage system mostly affected by the nature of the land, While the norms of 

installation prepared by EEPCO is separately prepared, that of ET is abstracted from 

technical specification of contractual agreement. When the cable is encountered along the 

pedestrian area, the cable shall be buried at least a depth of 100 cm and the horizontal 

clearance fr0111 the edge of the road shall be 90 cm. 
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• Ethiopian Telecommunication Corporation 

The local telephone line network shall be designed carefully based on the fact that 

involves major portion of investment on the telecommunication network. The design 

work shall aim at optimum plant provision taking quality flexibility , reliability, 

practicability, economy and maintainability in to consideration. The design work shall be 

based on field survey, corresponded to various conditions and external environment in 

the coverage area concerned and shall base as much as possible on detail drawings, the 

proposed depth of chambers to the final grades and level of carriage ways and foot ways. 

ETC shall at his own expense, protect and support any pipe, conduit cable wire or any 

other items of telephone or foreign plant exposed or encountered during the excavation. 

ETC shall be obliged to restore all items to their original conditions and to the 

satisfaction of the owner of such plant. The ET underground lines should be buried with 

certain standard to avoid conflict among utilities. The following table summarizes the 

minimum distance between telephone lines and other utilities. 

Table 2.4 Minimum clearance between telephone facilities and other utilities 

Uti lities Parallel Crossing 
Power lines 4S-cm short span 4S cm 
Water pipes 30cm IS cm 
Sewerage pipes 30 cm IS cm .. Source: Towards coordmated management of utilIty lInes drafts (2001) 

• Addis Ababa Water and Sewerage 

The installation of water pipes might not be as such difficult compared to the sewerage 

line, the sewerage line mostly follows straight lines and with the minimum depth of 1m. 

Since the line is installed with gravity and the standard mostly determines based on the 

land gradient. Moreover, the pipe is wide it needs wider excavation than the water pipes. 

However, in most circumstances deciding the sewerage standard is difficult because it 

mostly determined by the existing circumstances rather than pre determined standards. 
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Chapter Three 

3. Background of the Study Area 

Addis Ababa was founded in 1887 by empress Tayitu and become the capital in 1892, 

it is the oldest and largest cities in Africa (UN Habitat, 2006) and the city of Addis is 

Federal Capital , lies in the central plateau at an altitude of 2,400 meters, 9° north of the 

Equator. Its average annual temperature is 16° C & the average annual rainfall lies at 

122.1 m. meters . The city is situated in the centre of the country and sprawl over an 

area of 28,000 hectares. The central part of the city, so called metropolis is about 

7,500km and crucial in all aspects (Van Ojik, 2005). 

3.1 Population and Location of the Study Area 

The population size of the city increasing at an alarming rate for two major reasons: 

natural increase and rural urban migration. Rural Urban migration accounts 40 % of the 

growth (UN Habitat, 2006) but most researches revealed that the first factor said to be 

insignificant. Generally Addis Ababa is one of the fast growing cities in Africa. 

According to the CSA 2007 report, the total population size of the city was 2,739,551 and 

it is projected to be 2,980, 001 in the year 2011(CSA, 2010). The city divide in to 10 

major sub cities, which in comprises 11 6 weredas. The four sub cities namely (Arada, 

Addis Ketema, Kirkos and Lideta) are the major focus of this study. In addition the 

general characteristics of the study area (i.e. population, household status, housing unit 

and types of tenure) presented in the following table. 

Table 3.1 Population and housing condition in the inner city 

Items Arada Lideta Kirkos Addis Ketema 
Population 211 ,501 201713 211234 255372 
Household 50349 46813 55256 5296 1 
Housing unit 47364 44350 52582 49042 
Government house 1769 532 21111 444 
Private house 20153 21430 29352 21104 
Keble house 25442 22388 21119 27494 

Source: Fortune magazme volume 11 Sunday February 20, 2011 
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3.2 The City profile 

Nowaday the city characterized by a number of challenges, including the high rate of 

unemployment, housing shortage and envirorunental deterioration moreover, and scanty 

level of urban infrastructure is the main characteristics of the city that hinder the fast 

growth of the city (UN Habitat, 2006). As quoted in one study, 82% of the population of 

Addis live in unplanned neighborhood, which lack basic urban facilities and 

infrastructure networks The severity of urban decay and lack of public facilities are more 

deep in central parts of the City; mainly because, one, inner city of Addis constitutes the 

unplanned and the oldest parts of the City, the whole urban service either provided at 

scanty level or provided in and intermittent manner (www.addisababacity.gov.et). 

Being the capital of a non colonized country in Africa, it has been playing a historic 

role in hosting the regional organizations such as the organization of African Union 

(AU), and the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA) (ibid). 

Several other regional and international organizations have their headquarters and 

branch offices in the capital. It is also the centre of commercial activities and industry. 

According to the central statistical authority, it has been generated about one quarter of 

Ethiopians GDP in 1994 (van Dijk 2005). Banking and insurances, educational centers, 

entertainment, hotels and the like are available in the city of Addis Ababa. 

Road Network of the Study Area 

The total area of city of Addis Ababa is estimated to be 526.99 sq km (CSA, 2011). Since 

the establishment of the city 1886 there had been many efforts exerted to cover the city 

with the road network and currently large parts of the city area covered with the road 

network, counting the city road begin in 2008. 

T bl 32Th R de a e c 00 . Add' Ab b overage m IS a a 
Asphalt road 1555.47 Km With7metre width 
Gravel road 1370.18 km With7metre width 
Chiseled road 267.68 km With7metre width 
Earthwork road 563.73 km With7metre width 
Total 3193 Km With7 meter excluding the earthwork road 
Source: AACRA Road management, 2010 (Nme month report) 
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The current status of road network said to be promising, but it is the least and some times 

incomparable with other cities of the developed world. It is true that the existing 

goverrunent gives much priority for road construction than the Derge and empirical 

regime. The road coverage of the city was only 5% before 1983 and reach 12% in the 

year 2002 (Finot Addis, 2003). As we can see in the urban policy the road development is 

highly prioritized next to water, due to this bias the road network is said to be in a good 

condition. Even if it is highly prioritized the success of constructing road vary from year 

to year due to a number of reasons, if we see constructed road for the last 10 years for 

instance we can easily understand the level of emphasis on this sector. The total road 

network of the city is about 12% which is better in comparative speaking. 

Figure 3.1 Figure showing annually constructed asphalt roads (1998-2009) 
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Table 3.3 Population Distribution and Road Coverage of Inner City 

Sub city Covered Pop/Km Asphalt/km Gravel Chiseled/km Earthwork 
area % road/km /km 

Kirkos 15.4 26423.1 1.74850235 0.37276245 0.2310683 0.04304545 
Lideta 11 .56 31362.8 0.7128705 0.0353938 0.22534698 0.21186631 
Addis 7.77 55521.1 0.65963748 0.045593 0.27288411 0.21481563 
ketema 
Arada 9.98 35933.0 1.1 0653593 0 0.2 114668 8 0. 16439889 

Source; AACRA departments of road management, 2010 
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3.3 Major Urban Services in the Study Area 

• The Water and Sewerage system 

It is indicated that piped supply of clean water was an innovation introduced by Emperor 

Menelik 15 years after the establishment of the capital. The first pipe water reservoir was 

built in 1892. In 1960 the Gefersa Dam was built and subsequently the Legedadi Dam and 

treatment plant were put in operation. Two additional resources are Dire Dam and the 

Akaki well fields. A program of spring rehabilitation and borehole drilling has enabled 

the city to supply water to outlying areas (Desta , 2003 cited in van Dijk 2005). 

As indicated in Desta (2003), potable water coverage for the city of Addis Ababa was not 

more than 60%. Currently the coverage ri ses to 73 % and plan to make it 100% in the 

near future (AA WSA). Its performance can be shown by it's unaccounted for water 

(UFW at least 35%) and the low coverage (only 2% of the urban population is linked to) 

of the sewerage system. According to AA WSA, the total length of the sewerage coverage 

of the city estimated to be 320 km. 

• Telecommunications 

According to Ethio Telecom, ETC is the oldest Public Telecommunications Operator 

(PTO) in Africa. Not only the oldest but also the most efficient in sub Saharan relatively 

the sectors are showing marked improvement (www.ethioexport.org/country_ main ). In 

recognition of the Government's commitment to attract foreign direct investment, the 

Ethiopian Telecommunications Corporation (ETC) has taken a number of measures to 

foster an enabling investment climate. In its Eighth Development Program (2001-2005), 

it has plans to increase the telephone penetration rate from OJ % (3 to 1000 people) to a 

minimum of 1.0 % (I to 100 people) and thus meet all pending demands of both the 

urban and rural population. Even if the city is capital of Addis most areas particularly 

expansion areas demand is not being sati sfied in fixed line demand however the mobile 

phone distribution is in a much better condition compared to the fixed one. According to 

ET the current mobile customers are estimated to be 8 million. 
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• Power Supply 

The main industrial towns are all connected into the national grid. Almost the entire ICS 

capability is provided by the seven hydroelectric power plants. Formerly the right of 

power generation was monopolized by the Ethiopian electric power corporation EEPCO 

which was established as a public enterprise by regulation No. 1811997. The Government 

has liberalized the sector allowing foreign investors to participate in generating electric 

power by setting up hydroelectric power plants. The only restriction is, however, on the 

transmission and distribution (www.ethioexport.org/country main.shtml). While still 

no private sector involved in this sector yet. Its being not accountable (dually 

accountable) to the City Administration legally is an issue in the co-ordination process of 

infrastructure works in the city. 

As we all know frequent power cut of is a common phenomenon in Addis Ababa for the 

last 5-7 years. Many reasons can be mentioned here, but the major one is the imbalance 

between demand and supply. Moreover, the old distribution system also plays its 

significance role for frequent power cut in the city. Regarding the distribution system the 

Ethiopia electric power corporation has been engaged in new forms of power distribution 

system which is mainly focus on the underground cable program. With this activity 

nearly 165 km roads have been drilled and trenched beginning of this year. According to 

EEPCO Officer, the installation of the cable estimated to cost 77 million US dollars 

would enable to provide fast and efficient maintenance service when ever an electric line 

is damaged or become dysfunctional. 
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Chapter Four 

4. Data Presentation and Analysis 

This section analyses and discusses the major findings of data collected through different 

methods stated under methodology. It also attempts to give response to the research 

questions by dealing with the current integration at intra and inter sectoral level and many 

related questions. Moreover, the research attempts to answer the point where the 

integration process said to be fai led and its consequence from different perspectives. This 

part mainly incorporates field survey and document analysis which includes survey, In

depth interview, Talk show and Personal observation. Moreover, the analysis and 

discussion will help to reach major conclusion and forward possible recommendation. 

4.1 An Overview of Practice of Integration in Addis Ababa 

Though there were some efforts of urban infrastructure and service planning in Ethiopia, 

they were however, not systematically developed. Evidently, almost all infrastructure and 

service providing institutions (water, transport, and drainage, electricity and 

telecommunication) always tried to integrate their plans with the existing and proposed 

networks. Nevertheless, due to lack of consistent follow up the initiative could not be 

successful as expected (Matewos, 2006). This is controversial; other documents said the 

effort was not made even by any of the responsible service providers. Some literatures 

also reveled that the effort is made but in un integrated manner. Each of the service 

providers plan, implement individually due to these and some other reasons it is difficult 

to integrate the effort to the master plan. Accordingly, Drainage and utilities were 

considered during the preparation of Addis Ababa master plan. 

According to Tesfaye (200 1), utility lines should be located to minimize need for later 

adjustment, to accommodate future road improvement, and to permits servicing such 

lines with the minimum interference to road traffic. To the extent, utility crossing that are 

more likely to require future servicing, such as water supply, gas lines should be installed 

in tunnels to permit servicing without disrupting traffic flow. But, the current practice of 

utility providers may go contrary to the above stated direction. This can be explained 

with the absence of integration among stakeholders, due to the fact that, almost all works 
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done without the expectation of future improvements and that can affect circulation of 

traffic. 

Most utility providers, accomplish their task without referring the master plan. This 

mainly due to the gap between the city administration and utility providers, Some of the 

workers in the utility companies fail to believe the existence of the city master plan and 

mostly claim that their participation was law or insignificant during the preparation of the 

master plan, which play vital role for the inconvenience and low level of infrastructural 

integration. There were no regulations that enforce as to where and how utility provider 

install their lines within ROW, relocate or rehabilitate its line, though some form of 

standards are in place. 

Following the City Administration's reform in 2003, the Addis Ababa Infrastructure and 

Construction Authority (AAICA) was established. The Authority was empowered to 

undertake co-ordination of infrastructure institutions and to supervise their projects. 

Under the co-ordination of AAICA, two committees have been formed by representatives 

of infrastructure institutions. The managers/ heads of the respective infrastructure 

institutions formed the main or steering committee and under the main committee a 

technical committee was formed. This committee (technical or virtual) is response to the 

failure of higher Officials committee, because the committee unable to undertake regular 

meeting and bring effective coordination among stakeholders. A number of reasons can 

be justified for the failure of this committee .According to IUISP manual (2006), 

The commillee was found ineffective mainly due to lack of a legal enforcemenl mechanism 
and Ihe absence of a strong co-coordinating institution. The committee consisted of busy 
officials as a resull represenlatives of various inslilu[ions usually failed 10 attend Ihe 
committee meetings. 

The Addis Ababa regulatory design and management established sll1ce 2009 which 

mainly focus on design and construction standards. In addition to that, it also extends its 

focus to the integration of infrastructural works. The design regulatory and capacity 

building authority of Addis Ababa city Administration development bureau held 

discussion with stakeholders on regulation drafted for the integration of infrastructure. 
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According to deputy head bureau the regulation was scrutinized by representatives of 

organizations in the infrastructure sector and tested on pilot projects of the Ethiopian 

telecommunication corporation showing encouraging results (News Addis 20 I 0). 

4.1.1 Overview of Respondents Characteristics 

• Educational Status of the Respondents 

Education as one of man ' s cultural needs is the most important factor to bring forth all 

round development. Moreover, it is a key to enhance the level of capability working 

together with others, which can also influence the process of integration at certain level. 

Educational statuses of the sample of the respondents have been presented on table 4.1. 

Table: 4.1. Frequency and percentage of respondents by their educational level 

Name of 12-complet College diploma First-degree Second degree Tot 
Employer No % No % No % No % al 

AACRA 0 - 5 31.5 11 68.8 0 - 16 
AAWSA 1 5.9 3 17.6 13 76.5 0 - 17 
EEPCO 0 - 8 57.1 5 21.4 1 7.1 14 
ET I 6.7 19 66.7 3 20 1 6.7 15 
Total 2 26 32 2 62 
Percent 3.2 41.9 51.6 3.2 100 
Source: Own Survey, 2011 

As can be seen from the above Table 4.1 , the highest educational level of the respondents 

ranges from 12 complete to the second degree. The majorities of the respondents 51.6% 

are first degree holders and 41.9% of the respondents are Diploma holders. This further 

can be seen into the institutional level. Accordingly, the largest proportions of AACRA 

employee are first degree holder' s account 68.8 % and followed by college diploma, the 

two extremes are insignificant for the aforementioned institution. In the case of AA WSA, 

76.5 % are first degree holders & 17.6% are diplomas holders. The remaining 

respondents are categorized as 12 complete. Regarding EEPCO and ET the largest 

proportion is college diploma accounts 57.1 % and 66.7% respectively, while in the first 

degree case there is no significant variation between the two institutions, EEPCO and ET 

accounts 21 % and 20 % respectively. 
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• Relationship of Educational Status and Position 

It is a general fact that, efficiency and effectiveness are the function of appropriate 

educational background and related work experience. Assigning the right person to the 

right position has positive effect in efficiency and effectiveness. Furthermore, the process 

• of integration can be affected by the same factor. To see thi s correlation educational 

status and current position of the respondents, and questions that inquire these 

relationships were asked and the result presented as follows: 

T bl 42 Ed I b k d f d d h dP .. a e: . • ucatIona ac ,groun S 0 rcspon cnts an t C1r asslgne oSItIon 
Types of response Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Direct relation 40 64.5 64.5 64.5 
Indirect relationship 18 29.0 29.0 93.5 
No relationship 4 6.5 6.5 100.0 
Total 62 100.0 100.0 
Source: Own Survey, 2011 

As depicted on the above Table 4.2, 64.5% of the respondents have direct relationship 

with their educational background, this followed by indirect relationship which is 29% 

and only 6.5% of the respondents replied that their educational background and position 

do not have any relationship. In this regard, even if the direct relation is dominant the 

indirect one is also proportionally significant, which can affect the process of the 

integration at certain level. 

• Provision of Supportive Training 

The question that inquires, the view of the respondents on the importance and availability 

of on job training by their respective institutions, which aims capacity building of the 

respondents and enhancing the institutional capacity. The relationship of the on job 

training and the current performance of integration at both intra and inter sectoral level 

can be said statistically significant. People, particularly who assigned in the integration 

process should have a good knowledge about the issues. In this regard, getting on job 

training will enhance the performance of the employee; in return improve the 

coordination process. For instance, people who work in the virtual (technical) committee 

can benefit more if they have foreign exposure and contextualize some important features 

to the country. All respondents from the four institutions unanimously respond that 
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capacity building is crucial in the course of institutional and human resource 

development. The following table summarizes the view of respondents on the prov ision 

of supportive training. 

Table: 4.3 Name of employer and the provision of on job trainings 

Name of employer Yes No Have no idea Total 

No % No % No % 
AACRA 12 75 2 12.5 2 12.5 16 
AAWSA 8 47.1 9 52.9 0 - 17 
EEPCO 9 64 .3 5 35.7 0 - 14 

ET 11 73.3 0 4 26 .7 15 
Total 40 16 6 62 
Percent 64.5 25.8 9.7 100 
Source: Own Survey, 2011 

As can be seen on the above Table 4.3, about 64 % of the respondents obtained on job 

trainings from their respective institutions, the remaining 36.5% do not get and have no 

idea or neutral. This further can be classified in to institutional level, in which 75 % of 

the respondent of the AACRA and 73.3% of ET employees obtained on job training, 

which enable them to upgrade and familiarize with the new technology or information. 

By the same token 64.3% EEPCO workers obtained on Job training. Contrary to this, 

only 47.1 % of AA WSA employees obtained on job trainings. Therefore, it is possible to 

conclude that ET and AACRA are in a better condition of updating their employee 

through the provision of on job trainings . 

The following table showing a Chi summary of some important variables and their 

significance level accordingly. 

T bl 44 eh' a e: I square summaries or I t . bl eren varia es 
Variables X" df P-value 
Education V s Dept integration 5.5 15 6 0.480 
Change of plans V s level of integration 9.6 16 6 0.13 \ 
Departmental integration V s Role model 15.523 9 .078 

ness 
Existence of damage VS Types of 18.667 12 0.097 
excavation 
Source: Own Survey, 2011 
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4.2 Reasons for Frequent Road Excavation 

In consideration of integration, any utility and infrastructure works should be done in 

harmonized manner. Applying the most effective and harmonized system has a number 

of positive results. Among the results, minimizing wastage of resources and repetition of 

tasks are the major ones. Knowing the root causes of frequent excavation enable to 

achieve the stated goals of coordination. The following table summarizes the common 

reasons of excavations in the inner city of Addis Ababa. 

Table: 4.5 Reasons for Frequent Trenching of asphalts as reported by respondents 

Types of response Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative 
Percent Percent 

New technologies 14 22.6 23.3 23 .3 
DamagelEmergency repair 12 19.4 20.1 43.4 
Expansion on the existing utility 5 8.1 8.3 51.7 
AACRA request for Relocation 5 8.1 8.3 60.0 
Emergency repair & AACRA 14 22.6 23 .3 83 .3 
request for relocation 
Have no idea 10 16.1 16.7 100.0 
Total 60 96.8 100.0 
Missing System 2 3.2 
Total 62 100 100.0 
Source: Own Survey, 2011 

Table 4.5, indicate that excavation in the city of Addis Ababa mainly resulted from 

multiple reasons. Among the reasons, respondents who replied due to new technology are 

22.6%. A combination of Emergency repair and Request from AACRA accounts 22.6% 

and Emergency repair alone account (19.4%). Since most of utilities are aged it is 

expected to be significant, and followed by have no idea account 16.1 %, request from 

AACRA for relocation accounts only 8.1 %. The interview result scrutinizes the issue, 

upgrading of the existing utility and emergency repair are the two major reasons in the 

city. However, the request from road authority is still insignificant. Similarly, the talk 

show identifies that emergency repair and maintenance could be considered as major 

causes. The researcher want to remind the reader that, excavation some times done 

without any tangible reasons, institutions may excavate a one lane road two or more 

times. The reason justified is that, because of the problem encountered during the service 
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delivery, this indicates that considerable amount mistakes have been committed at this 

stages, consequently frequent excavation done for the adjustment of previously 

committed mistakes. 

4.2.1 Reasons for Frequent Excavation: Inner City Vs Expansion Area 

The inner city is characterized by frequent excavation and problems related with 

infrastructure pronounced in the city centre than expansion area. It is a general fact that, 

the inner city is characterized with bunch of problems, which dates back to 100 years and 

more. Hence, the city problem emanate since then. Many reasons can be mentioned for 

these problems, the issue of planning is the one and very critical. The city was not 

planned for the last hundred years. The following table is evident for level of planning 

problem in the study area. 

Table: 4.6 Reasons for excavation oflnner city as reported by respondents 
Types of response Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Inadequacy of the 25 40.3 42.4 42.4 
previous infrastructure 
Frequent damage 5 8.1 8.5 50.8 
Due to the city LOP 12 19.4 20.3 71.2 
LOP and Inadequacy of 15 24 25.4 96.7 
previous Infrastructure 
Have no idea 2 3.2 3.4 100.0 
Total 59 95.2 100.0 
Missing System 3 4.8 
Total 62 100 100.0 
Source: Own Survey, 2011 

According to the survey result, about 40% of the respondents replied that the major 

reason for frequent trenching in the inner city is imbalance of demand and supply or the 

inadequacy of formerly constructed utilities. With regard to the problem of trenching, 

24% of the respondents argued that LOP and frequent damage together took highest 

proportion next to imbalance of the previous infrastructure. Among the total respondents 

nearly 19% replied that frequent excavation in the city centre resulted due to the current 

LOP only. The remaining 8% and 5% said due to frequent damage and do not have any 

idea about the issue respectively. Similarly, the interview result supports the survey, and 

can be summarized as follows: 
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• Due to the growth of investment in the city centre, provision of infrastructure was 

not done through integration and the assumption of the current growth of the city 

(AACRA). 

• Formerly there was no sewerage service, beside the sewerage, the water pipes are 

old characterized with frequent damage and previously installed lines could not 

support the existing demand, to respond that demand excavation is a must 

(AAWSA). 

• Formerly our line was over pass and now we are changing that in to under pass 

and the other reason is that due to the strategy of the country, these all service 

providing institution want to address the need of the people. Thus excavation is 

compulsory (EEPCO). 

• There was no infrastructural integration at that time; every stakeholder was doing 

separately (Regulatory). 

According to (AACRA), the city could not qualify even a good Town standard. The 

development of the city was highly congested in the city centre and there is tremendous 

population growth, due to the fact that every work in the city centre pronounced and 

become problematic. The issue rose in Addis Zikre hasab (2009) and stated as follows: 

"every stakeholders are doing now what has not been done before some 10 or 20 years 
back, bunch of works done currently, there is no doubt the first exposed area is city center 
than the expansion area ". To this effect the inner city is the 1110st C0l111110n areas exposed 
for frequent trenching and cut off asphalts. 

The researcher opinion in this regard, though it is the centre the facility which were 

installed and provided for that area characterized with poor quality, old, intermittent and 

that could not support the existing demand. There is also one more threat in the inner city 

of Addis Ababa, most telecommunication lines (boxes and manholes) are installed with 

the agreement between the road authority and telecommunication to be relocated in the 

near future and most manholes and line boxes stand on the rods that can affect the traffic 

movement as well. With no doubt, the inner city looking for one more huge excavation in 

the near future due to the agreement stated above and road expansions. 
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Figure 4.1 picture showing Tele cable box (walkways) 

Source: Own picture, 2011 

• Excavation within Carriage Ways 

Currently the carriage way is becoming target for utility works . Many negative 

consequences followed this excavation. Assessing the major reasons for exaction of 

carriage way is very helpful to mitigate the problem from the grass root level. The 

fo llowing table indicates that the major reasons of carriage way excavation in the city. 

a e: T bl 47 R f C easons or arnage way excavatIOns as reported by res~ondents 
Types of response Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Walkways are too 1\ 17.7 28.2 28.2 
narrow 
Carriage way is simple 3 4.8 7.7 35 .9 
for utility installation 
Previous utilities are 7 10.9 17.4 52.3 
buried in carria&e way 
Existence of previous 13 21.6 34.5 87.8 
utilities on walkways 
Have no idea 5 8.1 12.8 100 
Total 39 62.9 100.0 
Missing System 23 37.1 
Total 62 100 100.0 
Source: Own Survey, 2011 

As can be seen from the above Table 4.7, the carriage way mostly being excavated for 

certain reasons. The survey result shows that, about 37% failed to answer this question 

(missing system), this is mainly because the road authority was not inquired for this 

question. Among the total respondents those who replied for the question argued that, due 
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to the existence of the previous utilities on walkways account 21 .6% and followed by 

17.7%, due to the narrowness of the walkway. About 8% of the respondents do not have 

any idea why the carriage way is frequently excavated. The interview results partly 

scrutinize the issue, carriage way excavation mostly done by the water and sewerage 

authority. Formerly there was only 2% of the sewerage service in the city of Addis 

Ababa. This figure is growing fast but si ll can not satisfy the current demand, now the 

coverage rise to 324 km shows (7%) increment in the city (AA WSA, 20 II). The 

authority emphasis that, the walkways are already occupied with former utilities like 

water, Tele and power and the like so there is no vacant place for sewerage. Moreover, 

the sewerage line inquires comparatively wider area and depth, maintaining that depth 

and working on the walkway is still difficult. 

This could be use as a good indicator for the emphasis of the city master plan for utilities, 

but still there was a possibility to accommodate both in one line, unlike water the 

sewerage lines need deep installation. When the water pipes installed in the Walkways it 

is still practical to install both at the same time using a single trench. For instance, after 

the installment of the sewerage line it is possible to pass over the water pipes by 

differentiating only the depth. But need serious precaution; water can be easily spoiled 

with the leak of sewerage. Thus, one can argue that there is loose coordination within the 

same authority. 

Most roads in Addis Ababa particularly, the roads in the inner city are below the 

standard, which ranges from 7 to 12, that can not support the traffic flow of the city. 

When excavations made within the carriage way the traffic become worse. It is possible 

to mention example of the road near by old postal office, the asphalt is less than 20 

meters wide and the sewerage line being trenched 2 meters from the edge (within the 

carriage way). The traffic movement of the area was said to be worse for considerable 

time even the excavated material covered large portion of the carriage way in which it 

was the main hindrance of the movement. 
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Figure 4.2 picture showing excavation of roads within the carriage of way 

Source: Own picture, 2011 

• Institutions usually Trenching Asphalts Roads 

It is a general fact that, trenching of asphalt is becoming common practice in the city of 

Addis Ababa, particularly the inner city. According to AACRA, the three institutions i.e. 

water and sewerage, Telecommunication and Power Corporation (currently engaged) 

highly involved in the trenching of Addis Ababa asphalts. As mentioned in the review 

part, trenching mostly done for the betterment of the existing services. However, mostly 

done at the expcnse of existing road, excavation made on the road the road service year 

will reduce dramatically. This in collaboration to haphazard planning of urban sectors 

may cause for devastating urban structure consequently, affect the process and retarded 

urban development. (Infrastructure works mostly result in the inevitable physical 

disruption), the asphalt which trenched once and the asphalt trenched two or more times 

do not have equal service year, this can be supported by the empirical evidence from the 

review. In this regard each of the aforementioned service providers excavate the road at 

different times but in most circumstances the excavation can only made once and every 

stakeholders can use that trench for their own purpose. However, this is not a common 

practice in the city of Addis Ababa, particularly in the inner city. The following figure 

shows the institutions mostly trenched asphalts reported by AACRA respondents. 
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Figure 4.3, Figure showing the number of respondents with frequently excavating 

institution reported by AACRA 
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As we can see from the above graph, majority of respondents replied that the city roads 

mostly trenched by ET, and followed by AA WSA. The percentage for the 

telecommunication said to be significant, this could be because of the continuous 

technological advancement in the sector, as already stated the communication sector 

grown at alarming rate. Hence, m order to go hand in hand with the existing 

technological advancement trenching shall be an evi I necessity. However, AA WSA 

trenching asphalts mostly caused by maintenance and frequent damages. Since the 

sewerage is also new trend to the city, asphalt trenching is compulsory even in side the 

carriageway. In most other cities, utility provision using carriage way is not practical. 

However, it is becoming a common practice in the city of Addis Ababa particularly inner 

city; this is also a good indicator for the loose integration and relationship among parties. 

Moreover, it is also an indicator for level of consideration of the master plan for utilities. 

• Convenient Time for Excavation 

The time of excavation need to have serious control, because some areas may not be 

suitable to excavate any time. As per the researcher opinion, the road of the city could be 

said narrow and sometimes the excavation made within the carriage way. The socio 

economic impact of the excavation can be pronounced or amplified due to the improper 

timing of excavation, The review part clearly stated the adverse effect of the time of 

trenching which can be amplified during rainy season, cutting of carriage ways take the 
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situation from bad to worse and causes serious traffic problem if done on working days 

particularl y at peak hours. By choosing the right season, the right days (holidays) and the 

right time (off peak hours, preferably night) it is possible to considerably reduce the 

negative effect of excavation (Tesfaye 200 I). The following table is evident for the trend 

of trenching in the study area. 

Table: 4.8 Timing of trenching as reported by respondents of Utility providing 
institutions 
Excavation made Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Working days 39 62.9 86.6 86.6 
Holidays 2 3.2 4.4 91.0 
Weekends 4 6.4 8.8 100 
Total 45 72.6 100.0 
Missing System 17 27.4 
Total 62 100 100.0 
Source: Own Survey, 2011 

The survey inquire from which time is convenient for excavation, the result shows that 

large number of the respondents (62.9%) replied that working days, followed by the 

missing system(27.4) which is mainly because the AACRA respondents were not 

inquired for this question. The remaining 6.4% and 3.2% of the respondents preferred 

weekends and holidays respectively. The AACRA officials have argued that, the 

authority allow excavation based on the traffic flow of the area, if the area is high 

trafficking there is no possibility of permit on the working days or peak hours. In this 

case, utility providers forced to conduct excavation during night time or weekends. For 

instance, in Mexico square and any other crossings, there is no possibility of permit for 

excavation. Trenching of the main roads in the peak hour is strictly forbidden. 

Similarly, regulatory office emphasis that, if excavation made in areas of high traffic flow 

and congestion during working days particularly, at pick hours the authorities will punish 

accordingly. The authority advises that working during night is important at least for two 

reasons. First it reduces the traffic jam, and secondly it is effective and efficient in terms 

of time and cost. However, working during in the night time is not experienced in the city 

of Addis Abba. Formerly the road authority used to maintain road during night time, but 

among these service providing institutions, possibly to say none of them use to work 
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during night. Nonetheless, the researcher observed that excavation during pick hours in 

the most trafficking centers. For instance piasa (old postal office), Churchill, National 

theatre, Semen hotel and even Mexico excavation were takes place during pick hours 

(time of schooling and rash hours). 

• Types ofInstrument for Excavation 

The survey aims to inquire the type of material and technological advancement of the 

utility providing institution in the process of road excavation. Theoretically, the more the 

use of professionals and technologies the lesser will be the distraction on the road. This 

indicates that excavation should always made by professional and modern technologies. 

The following table can be evident use of traditional materials in the sector. 

Table: 4.9 Types of technology used for trenching by utility providing institution 

Types of technology Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Modern 8 12.9 17.8 17.8 
Labor force 24 38.8 53.3 71.1 
Both labor force & modern 13 21.0 28.9 100.0 
Total 45 72.6 100.0 
Missing System 17 27.4 
Total 62 100.0 100 
Source: Own Survey, 2011 

The above Table 4.9, large number of respondents (38.8%) use oflabor force. The system 

missing is still significant (27%), this mainly resulted from the road authority was not 

inquired for the item. About 21 % use both traditional and modern method for excavation. 

Only 12.9% of the respondents use modern technology. Existence of damage VS methods 

of excavation were stati stically significant (X2 =18.667, df=12, P <0.097). This implies 

that, the type of excavation has resulted with significant level of damage. The interview 

result shows that, previously every institution had not any obligation to use any form of 

technology. But, now regulatory forced these institutions to use not sophisticated but at 

least modern technologies. For instance, EEPCO use both sophisticated technologies and 

labor force while the project was enhanced. The same is true fo r the other institutions. 

Now every institution obliged to use cutter to cut the asphalt roads particularly on 

crossings, which enable them not to affect the roads outside being planned to be trenched. 
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Figure 4.4 picture showing excavation of roads using "Doma" in the inner city 

Source: Own Picture, 2011 

The researcher observed that, use of labor force and "Doma" to cut asphalts in areas such 

as Arat kilo, piassa and from National Theater to Mexico square. Supervisors were asked 

why they use these traditional instruments. The response is quite different fi'om the idea 

that has been emphasized by AA WSA. According to AA WSA, using modern technology 

is not appropriate in the inner city due to a number of reasons. Among the reasons: 

1. Cost using modern technology is much expensive than the use of labor force. For 

instance, to excavate I m asphalt with reasonable depth costs not more than 100 birr. 

However, using machine may cost more than 1000 birr for the same area. If we had that 

machinery even, it is not cost wise compare to the labor force. However, this is only in 

the case of inner city, while the problem is not as such significant in the expansion area. 

Since the area is free from congestion and other utilities the machinery can be used 

effectively. 

2. Damage the inner city perhaps occupied with the previous utilities, so using machinery 

and excavate the road may cause for tremendous damage, so institutions who usually 

trench asphalts forced to use labor force than the machinery. However, EEPCO use 

modern technology to excavate and drill the asphalts of Addis, in this regard nearly 

165km of the city roads excavated with lesser damages. 
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• The Presence of Cut Fee Rule Vs the Rate of Excavation 

The issue of cut fee rule is not common in cities like Addis Ababa and also very 

controversial. Utility providers argued that, the presence of cut fee rule forces institutions 

to incur additional cost and the service providers will impose extra charge to compensate 

their costs. However, the presence of these cut fee rules has nothing to do with this kind 

of cost increments; rather it encourages the service providers to work together in an 

integrated manner (NRC, 2003). Institutions rather can minimize their cost of excavation 

by doing in an integrated manner. The following table summarizes the view of 

respondents on the presence of cut fee rule. 

Table: 4.10 Availability of Cut Fee Rule reported by utility providing institutions 

Types of response Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Yes 18 40.0 40.0 40.0 
No 13 28.9 28.9 68 .9 
Have no idea 14 31.1 31.1 100.0 
Total 45 100 100.0 
Source: Own Survey, 2011 

Having that in mind, the questions inquire for the utility providers only. Among the 

respondents the lion share taken by those who replied yes there is cut fee rule account 

40% and followed by respondents who replied have no idea and no there is no cut fee 

rule account 31 % and 29% respectively. According to the regulatory, there is no standard 

cut fee rule promulgated yet, but in the near future it is going to be on practice. The 

manual that has been prepared by the institution impose cut fee rule ranges from 5000-

10000 birr for each excavation. 

4.2.2 Delaying and Level of Maintenance over Asphalt Roads 

It is known that, roads in the city of Addis Ababa excavate for many reasons . However, 

mostly maintained below the standard and even stay long without maintenance; this could 

be for both natural and human factor. The delaying of maintenance and constructing 

below the standard exacerbate the situation and significantly affect the service year of the 

roads. The current condition of maintenance presented in the table 4.11 as follows: 
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T bl 411 R a e: d d h S d d fM . espon ents view towar s t e tan ar 0 amtenance 
Types of response Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Based on prevIOus 9 14.5 16.4 16.4 
standard 
Better than the 6 9.7 10.9 27.3 

previous 
Below the prevIous 33 53 .2 60.0 87.3 
standard 
Have no idea 7 11.3 12.8 100 
Total 55 88.7 100.0 
Missing System 7 11.3 
Total 62 100 100.0 
Source: Own Survey, 2011 

As can be seen on above Table 4.11 , About 53.2% of the respondents replied that 

maintenances usually done below the standard and 14.5 % of argued that the maintenance 

is done accordingly with the previous standard, next to that 11.3% of the respondents 

failed to answer the question. Similarly, 11.3 % do not have idea and only 9.7 % of the 

respondents replied better than the previous condition. From road authority and other 

utility providing institutions perspective there are many reasons for the poor maintenance 

of roads: among the reasons 

Tile narrowness of trencit- trenching mostly done with 60-BOcm width, since it is too 
narrow it is difficult to compact properly. 

Selected material-since the area is not maintained timely the institution that trenched the 
asphalt back fill with the same material to make the road open for traffic. Though using 
the same material is not advisable. 

Lack of empitasis for main ten alice-since the maintenance is not considered as major 
parts of road construction and neglected for long period of time the problem become 
amplified. 

Scarce budget for mailltellance- it is obvious that the utility providers pay compensation 
fee for the road authority and utility providers received compensation Fom the road 
authority for relocation but the money goes to the budget department rather than the 
maintenance department and that again released with the other programs and even some 
times difficult to segregate the mainlenance cost from the total budget. According to 
AACRA Ihe money which is given for the maintenance is not adequate, for instance one of 
the road officials replied that the money given 10 road cut is not adequate for the road 
maintenance. 
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To this effect, the standard of the road become below the minimum. Contrary to this, Tele 

higher official on the TV talk show replied for the issue, institutions are paying based on 

the request of the road authority . This argument shows that there is a clear gap among the 

service providing institution. 

Figure 4.5, Picture showing road maintenance below the standard. 

Source: Own Picture, 2011 

• Untimely Maintenance of Roads 

The researcher simply can argue that, many roads in the city of Addis Ababa either 

maintained below the standard or delaying for considerable period of time. One can travel 

in any mode of surface transport that person will be forced to hear complaints or the 

person him/her self will be the complaint, a road being trenched may take months or 

years without being maintained. The following pictures are evident. 

Figure 4.6 Picture showing Un maintained roads 

Source: Own picture, 2011 

Data from the interview elaborates that, maintenance some times lagging behind up until 

the wait for accumulation of the trenched areas. Accordingly, delaying is a common 
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practice in the infrastructure development process. One of the respondents from AACRA 

stated as follows: 

"We will wait at least certain level of km to be ready f or maintenance otherwise the running 
cost will be high (i.e labor, machineries and the like cost) will be double or more if we 
follow every single trenches" (AACRA). 

From the in-depth interview conducted with the official's of AA WSA and EEPCO 

additional information has been el icited on the road maintenance. Delaying of projects is 

mainly occurred due to the natural and institutional problems. Consequently, it will affect 

the proper maintenance of the trenched asphalt. Natural factors, including the nature of 

the land and the time or season, if the season is rainy the maintenance work will not be 

executed. And some times works particularly the installation of the sewerage lines need 

to be tested after the completion of tasks. In this case, before the area backfilled there 

should be pre-test (test- pit) of proper functioning of the system. In addition to that, 

manhole works need a minimum of a month and above time interval to be strong, 

otherwise the manhole will be cracked without serving the proper servicing period (water 

and sewerage). 

Similarly, it is possible to present empirical evidence on this issue. Most asphalt roads 

that have been excavated by EEPCO are not maintained yet. From the EEPCO side 

delaying mainly resulted due to a number of reasons. For instance, the international 

contractors agreed with EEPCO and road authority to maintain the road and deliver as 

before. However, after the completion of drilling and excavation start asphalting, the 

contractor forced to stop asphalting work, because AACRA and regulatory believed that 

the contractor is doing below the standard and quit the work immediately, due to this 

disagreement a number of trenched areas being un maintained until today. EEPCO, 

AACRA and the Contractor agreed to outsource the work for the private sectors. 

However, no one was willing to participate in this work and finally deal with the road 

authority to maintain the road based on the standard and the contractor also agree to pay 

the maintenance cost for the road authority. Price difference within this time interval is 

inevitable large number of trenched asphalts going to be maintained in the near future . To 

sum up the idea, the area has been neglected for considerable period of time, in both 
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academic discourse and practical performances. The system does not have accountability 

and good governance, the structure do not allow inspecting such issues. It is possible to 

mention unmaintained roads which range from 3 to 5 years even more. These roads may 

be fo und in scattered situation. However, these roads seems do not have responsible 

authority. 

4.3 Utility Database and Asset Management 

4.3.1 Database for the previous and New Utilities 

As indicated in the literature review part, utility database IS very important for the 

coordination and integration process and nowaday with the presence of modern 

technologies it is not as such difficult to register utilities. Hence, Uti lities should be 

recorded with the use of modern technologies. The survey and interview result shows that 

utilities installed previously and utilities that have been constructed currently do not have 

the same feature. To this effect the current utility database shows some kind of 

improvement compare to the previous one but still unsatisfactory. The following table 

summarizes the view of respondent on the availability of database. 

Table: 4.12 Responses of employee to the Availability of Database 

Response Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Yes 25 40.3 55.5 55.5 
No 5 8.1 11.2 66.7 
Have no idea 15 24.1 33.3 100.0 
Total 45 2.6 100.0 
Missing System 17 27.4 
Total 62 100.0 100 
Source: Own Survey, 2011 

The above Table 4.12, shows that approximately 40% of the respondents replied that 

their institution record utilities, 27% are missing system this mainly because the road 

authority was not inquired for the item. About 24% of the respondents don't have any 

idea whether utilities are recorded or not. While 8% of the respondents replied that their 

institution does not record utilities. But here one can easily identify that the utilities are 

registered by their respective institutions and but sti ll possible to raise the question if 

utilities are registered and kept in one data base system why the stakeholders do not 
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exchange accurate information for the other sectors. As far as the utility registration 

concerned the interview result can be divided in to two categories, the first one is utilities 

that are made before 10 years and the second one is utilities that installed after 10 years in 

this regard, we can see a clear cut between the results. 

The interview result shows that, utilities are registered but only refer to the first category. 

In other words, it refers only utilities before 10 years back. Even utilities that are installed 

within this time frame do not equally registered with their respective institutions for 

many reasons. Among the reasons, the difficulty of searching their exact location and 

lack of considering the importance of utility registration were critical. The researcher 

opinion on the issue is that, its effect clearly observed on the efforts of integration. Most 

of works are not done with the expectation of the current demand and difficult to identify 

where they are exactly. Due to these problems the utilities are not registered totally yet. 

• Plans to Improve the Database 

Currently institutions are trying to develop database for their utilities for the sake of 

coordination. According to AA WSA officer: 

"We begin outsourcing this work for the private sector and in the near jilture not only 
recently installed but also previously installed underground lines will be registered and 
stored in one database system" 

The EEPCO case is unique since they begin the underground installation in the new form 

and with up to date technologies, the registration of utilities is already completed. 

However, there are still some underground lines not registered yet that had been 

constructed before some 40 yeas back. 

The regulatory office strongly argued that, the first and the most important thing for the 
integration is utility registration. An officer stated: 

"All utility providers are asked to register and submit their detail of utilities for regulatory 
office. This has been processed since the submission date. Accordingly, all stakeholders 
submit their jirst draft utilities even if the Jinal draft of utilities not submitted yet". 

The utility providers in this case will be provided at list basic information about the 

utilities that have been installed followed the road map. They in return asked to submit 

the specific area length and as built drawing for that specific task of the given area. 
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According to the office, since the effort is at beginning stage the office do not expect 

much perfection but still shows some progress, for instance the rate of damage of 

utilities shows improvement. 

• Damage Records 

The interview result indicates that, the damage record among the utilities providing 

institution is not a common practice. Whenever the damage happened utility providers 

claim for compensation, but the money which is given for compensation is not 

proportional with the actual cost of the damaged item this mainly resulted from the 

improper monitoring and evaluation of the utility damages and asset managements. 

According to the AA WSA, their institution suffered from such problems. Since the water 

cost is comparatively chip, the road authority and other utility providers frequently 

damage their line and allow huge amount of cubic water to flow and west. This mainly 

happen due to negligence and prejudices. 

4.4 Cause and Consequences of Integration and Related Issues 

Every infrastructure institution agree that, the current status of infrastructural integration 

is said to be below medium this resulted from the number of tangible and enforceable 

events among them, the plan year, the presence of formal committee, coordination 

practice, corridors upgrade, restrictive practice, approval process, technical consideration 

and the like. 

• The Minimum Plan Year 

The Addis Abba city master plan is prepared for ten consecutive years. The servIce 

providing institutions are expected to plan, design and implement accordingly. 

Theoretically the longer the plan year is the higher the probability of coordinating the 

infrastructure works. The following table shows the plan year of each respective 

institution. 
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T bl 413 Th a e: f b 'd' e minImum plan year 0 ur an servIces provI Ing instItutIOns 
Name of One year Three yea 1 and 5 Five and Have no 
employer years above idea 

No % No % No % No % No % 
AACRA 3 20 0 - 1 6.7 8 53.3 3 20 15 
AAWSA 11 64.7 3 17. 0 - 3 17.6 1 5.9 17 

6 
EEPCO 5 35.7 2 14. 0 - 1 7.1 5 35.7 14 

3 
ET 5 33.3 1 6.7 0 - 6 40 3 20 15 
Total 24 6 1 18 12 61 
Source: Own Survey, 2011 

As can be seen in the above table , about 53% of AACRA plan is fi ve year and above, 

respondents who said one year and do not have idea accounts 20 % each. Regarding 

AA WSA one year is the dominant one, three years and five year and above has equal 

proportion which is about 17.6%. The plan year of EEPCO is still one year account 

35.7% and followed by equal proportion of have no idea. While ET plan year is 

concentrate on five year and above which account 40% and followed by one year account 

for 33.3%. 

The interview result substantiates the same result ; in this regard most of the institutions 

plan for the coming years due to a number of reasons. Among the reasons: lack of budget 

and adequate staffs are the major reasons, this would help to show the relationship of 

planning of integrated infrastructure and educational status. The Educational status and 

the available equipment coupled with other extraneous factors can determine the 

integration level. Though, educational status of the respondents said to be good. The plan 

period of most institutions can be generalized as plan for the coming year. However, the 

road authority tries to follow the city master plan by designing on year, fi ve year and 10 

years plan . 

As already stated in the review part, the presence of long term plan is very important for 

the coordination process. The longer the plan year the easier will be the integration 

process. Perhaps, the presence of the short term plan is also vital. According to the 

regulatory office, we the institute has been trying to force the service providing institution 
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to submit their short term plan (one year Plan), but the plan is usually characterized with 

frequent changes in the middle of the project implementation. 

4.4.1 Consideration for the Future Development 

It is not a new practice to provide services with future projections. That has a number of 

benefits. Unlike its benefit it needs huge investment and forecasting of the future 

demand. Unlike others the infrastructure development in Addis Ababa mainly focuses on 

responding the existing demand rather than forecasting and providing the future demand. 

The question that inquired whether the availability of considering the future demands or 

not presented as follows: 

Table: 4.14 Respondents opinion towards the Consideration of Future development 

Types of re~onse Frequenc~ Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Yes 41 66.1 77.4 77.4 
No 8 12.9 15.1 92.5 
Have no idea 4 6.5 7.5 100.0 
Total 53 85.5 100.0 
Missing system 9 14.5 
Total 62 100 100 
Source: Own Survey, 2011 

As clearly depicted on the above Table 4.14, about 66.1 % of the respondents agree with 

the consideration of the future demand this followed 14.5 % missing system. Among the 

respondents only 12.9% do not agree with the consideration of future demand and the rest 

6.5% do not have any idea whether the current work is in consideration of the future 

demand or not. The interview result partly supports the ideas and could be summarized in 

two categories: the current service provision and the previous one. 

Previous Service Provision 

It is a fact that the problem of inner city is resulted from a number of reasons, particularly 

planning. Formerly any work done for the immediate request of the demands and done 

without projecting the future expansion, that is why currently the inner city encounter 

such kind of problems and is becoming the major reason for frequent excavation of 

asphalt roads. Since the city was grown spontaneously every service were not provided in 
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proper and adequate manner. The planners plan their service based on their convenience 

without considering the future development and referring the other issues that need due 

considerations. 

Current Service Provision 

Though the current service provision planning system is different from the previous one 

there are still critical problems that are manifested in this system. For instance, from the 

planning perspective the Walkways becoming a minimum of 4 m and above which was 

not greater than 2-3m and these Walkways are planned to be covered with tiles than 

sealed with asphalt, not only this in some areas particularly the road authority start buried 

cable duct, for instance Pushkin roads and the like. However, since the cost is beyond its 

capacity the road authority fai led to continue with this initiation. The AA WSA and 

EEPCO case is more or less similar, as the researcher observed in the study area formerly 

installed water pipes were not more than 150 mm but that areas currently demand 200-

350mm, with the expectation of the city growth and future demand the authority use to 

buried 400 and 600 nun of pipes. But sti ll can not work side by side with the road 

authority in the expansion area, and that line is going to be relocated due to the asphalt 

expansion. 

Similarly, EEPCO install its line with the future projection even in areas, where there is 

no enough current demand. However, it is difficult to say that 100 % effective due to 

financial and priority problems. From the above discussion it is possible to conclude the 

current condition is partly done with future projection. However, the gap is not bridged 

yet. The researcher strongly argues that, when the living condition of dwellers improved 

there will be a demand of gas lines. However, the city master plan still gives minor 

emphasis for such similar elements. 

• Master Plan Preparation Vs Participation of the Stakeholders 

As presented in Addis Zikrehasab (2009) talk show, the planning and information 

institute of city Administration representative replied that, the infrastructure providing 

institute employers (officials) do not have good knowledge about the city master plan. 

The institute emphasize that, people who assign in different position do not have even 
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know how, that is why they are complaining every time by saying that, the master plan do 

not consider utility providers or do not allow the participation of these stakeholders. The 

planning institute representative stated that: 

"As you know the city master plan done within three years, we have been working together 

and they were also actively participated in the process of developing the city master plan. 

As far as planning institute concerned nearly 128 workshops have been conducted to 

incorporate the stakeholders' demand, off course we are not saying that we were totally 

perfect while we were preparing the city master plan. For instance, the road ji'om (piassa 

to Tore hailoch) was not expected in this way". 

• Emphasis of the City Master plan for Utility Providers 

It is a fact that any work in any city should comply with the master plan either directly or 

indirectly. Hence, any work has to refer the city master plan. Similarly, the preparation of 

this master plan needs quiet participation and need to involve every stakeholder, because 

this master plan is a general frame work that enables every actor to entertain within it. 

However, the preparation of master plan in some cities may execute without the 

consultation of every stakeholder. In this regard the survey attempts to elicit idea whether 

the Addis Ababa master plan gave enough attention for utilities or not. 

Table: 4.15 the respondents' opinion towards consideration of master plan for 

utilities 

Types of response Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
High 13 21.0 32.5 32.5 
Medium 12 19.4 30.0 62.5 
Low 15 24.2 37.5 100.0 
Total 40 64.5 100.0 
Missing System 22 35.5 
Toatal 62 100.0 100 
Source; Own survey; 2011 

The above Table 4.15, revealed that (35%) of the respondents fai led to answer this 

question, this partly because the respondent are not aware about the master plan. Next to 

the largest proportion of the missing value, approximately 24% of respondent rates low 

for the emphasis of master plan for utilities and followed by the city master plan gave 
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high emphasis for the utilities line accounts 21 %. Those who rated medium account 19%. 

The in-depth interview also aims to elicit additional information about the emphasis of 

the master plan for the utilities. According to some respondents, there are some 

professionals and official who do not have enough knowledge of the city master plan. 

This may be because they are new for the position and the city. The others respondents 

tried to state the effort of the master plan by categorizing the master plan before and after 

the preparation of the structure plan. 

The Master plan previously 

The master plan of the city of Addis Ababa did not give adequate emphasis for utility 

records before 10 or 15 years back. According to this group, the emphasis for utilities is 

not only less but city had not been planned even. As most planners agreed that the city of 

Addis Ababa could be said a city without effective plan and grow spontaneously until 

recently. 

"The city did not have urban structure up until recently even the city doesn't qualify the 
standard oj a good town, look at the inner city it is shanty, dilapidated and narrow Street 
beside, the other jacts the absence ojmaster plan played significant role" AACRA 

The AA WSA and EEPCO case is more or less similar; they understood the master plan 

as framework of road network. However, the road does not contain every important 

component. For instance, there are no enough places for utilities. The existing utilities on 

the walkway said to be found in congested situation, sometimes huge damage happen due 

to this and similar reason. The member of technical (Virtual) committee of AA WSA 

stated that, people always complain the utility providers, but they do not understand the 

problems yet. Doing with that congested situation and improving the level of service is 

difficult. Currently AA WSA trenched the carriage way due to the absence of vacant 

places in the walkways. This idea partly supported by the planning institute and presented 

as follows: 

"Yes formerly there was a problem but every problem could not be rooted Fain 
planning. As you all know you were highly involved in the master plan process and 
present your need for Ihe utility provision, the master plan done accordingly, and 
we tried to incorporate the need FOn? your side. However, still you are menlioning 
Ihe planning problem ". 
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The Master plan Currently 

The master plan compared to the previous said to be in a better condition. According to 

the interview result, this is mainly because of the improvement of the participation of the 

stakeholders. However, they still argued that even if the situation is in progress the 

emphasis could not be said satisfactory. Still the issue characterized with a number of 

problems that need immediate response. For instance, the availability of walkway and the 

right of way given for the utility providers is not adequately maintained. Previously most 

walkways in the capital were not more than 2 meters even today. The report of the 

planning institution revealed that, there had been continuous effort made among 

stakeholders and the institutes believe that it is said to be adequate for the preparation of 

master plan. Furthermore, even they were invited during the impact assessment of the 

city master plan revision. The institute strongly argued that, there is still problem resulted 

from the shortage of city finance and the problem which accumulated since the 

establishment of the city, but still we are working at the best of our capacity to improve 

the situation. 

Most planners and city developers agree that, master plan of any city is much needed to 

determine the level and direction of the city development. In this regard , the 

stakeholders ' participation is a must and their needs should be incorporated. However, 

still the demand for the future is not considered in this master plan. To mention some 

examples the sewerage and the gas line need to be accommodated in the right of way, 

while the sewerage is now on practice within the carriage way mainly due to the absence 

of enough space for these utilities. To elaborate the idea the city liquid west management 

is commonly characterized by on site treatment method, but the off site one is very 

practical and efficient methods in most parts of the world cities. As per the researcher 

opinion this has been neglected for considerable period of time. 

The institute of urban planning asserted that, formerly these and other similar problems 

were common, walkways were not only narrow but also occupied and sealed with asphalt 

(tar), that makes trenching very complicated. Currently the roads of city need to be re 

planned with the appropriate standard of walkways that can accommodate every utility 

other than gas and the like. In addition, these walkways will not be sealed any more but 
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rather they will be covered with tiles that can be easily manipulated by every body 

particularly through the micro and small scale enterprises. Moreover, the maintenance 

cost will by far reduce. 

• Use of Master Plan as Reference 

As indicated earl ier the city master plan is the frameworks to the city that can be traced 

particularly for urban service provision. However, referring the master plan is not 

commonly practiced in the city of Addis Ababa. The following table is evident for the 

aforementioned argument. 

Table: 4.16 Respondents opinion towards use of Master Plane as reference 

Types of response Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Yes 8 12.9 13.3 13 .3 
No 13 20.9 2 1.6 34.9 
Have no idea 39 62.9 65.1 lOa 
Missing system 2 3.2 
Total 62 lOa 100.0 
Source: Own Survey, 2011 

The survey result, for this question reveled that large numbers of the respondents (63 %) 

do not have any idea about the issue itself and people who answered yes we follow the 

master plan and those who responded no together accounts (35 %). This implies that, the 

lion share of the respondents do not know anything about the city master plan and its 

purpose. As per the researcher opinion, respondents who assigned in planning, design, 

construction and follow up (management) at list have to have some exposure. It is 

possible to conclude that, people who assigned in those positions lack information about 

the issue or not internalizing the master plan yet. According to key informant, 

"Though the master plan has its own drawbacks, the stakeholders could be said actively 
participate on the preparation process. However, during implementation a lot of problems 
have been encountered, but evelY problem rooted frOIl! the problem of not understanding 
the master plan or not accepting and respecting the master plan as their own plan ". 

This implies that, there is loose coordination among the utility providers, planning 

institute and the road authority. The road authority always focuses to meet the objectives 

that are sated in the city master plan. According to (AACRA), the road authority has 10 

year plan which aims to respond the city Master plan. In this regard there is no any place 
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which can be neglected without execution. We tri ed to adjust our programs with the city 

master plan. The City planning institution support this idea, the only organization that 

follow the city master plan is road authority therefore, these institutions can take the 

authority as role model to stick and refer the city Master Plan. Beside that, none of the 

other stakeholders have tried to fo llow the master plan up until today. The 

implementation and impact assessment of city master plan identify that there is a big gap 

between the plan and its implementation. Other than thi s, the road authority sometimes 

construct roads in areas where the city master plan did not traced and set some standards, 

these areas may not expected to boom within short period of time. However, the reality 

by far exceeds the expectation; in this regard roads will be constructed with the 

participation of the public. The same is true for the other utilities; unexpected 

development and change may force the service providers to construct not as per the scale 

of the master plan. 

• Change of Plan and Related Problem 

As we all know installation of utilities done mostly along the road or on the right of way. 

In this regard, the road authority is responsible to deliver on time its plan to the respective 

stakeholders and it is vice versa. Since its programs are very wide sometimes failed to 

submit the final draft of what has been planned to be implemented in specific area. 

Moreover, the plan could be changed for both known and unknown reasons. 

Table: 4.17 Employee responses on the existence of Plan change 

Types of response Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Yes 29 46.8 72.5 72.5 
No 8 12.9 20.0 92.5 
Have no idea 3 4.8 7.5 100.0 
Total 40 64.5 100.0 
Missing system 22 35.5 
Total 62 100.0 100 
Source: Own Survey, 2011 

The above Table 4.1 7 shows that change of plan is common phenomenon in Addis 

Ababa infrastructural works. Among the respondents nearly 47 % of respondents replied 

that there is change of plan among the stakeholders during implementation or 
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construction, followed by the missing system account 35%. The remaining response 

concentrate on the absence of plan change and have no idea has the percentage of 12.9% 

and 4.8% respectively. This idea further scrutinized by the interview result, plan change 

is very critical issue mainly happened due to the absence of adequate information, 

budget, and skilled manpower, property right and other natural problems. The problem 

mainly committed by each of institutions, but pronounced on the road authority. The 

road authority accepts the existence of the problem. However, the extent of the problem 

is not as wide as mentioned by the other stakeholders, the problem mostly occurred 

during the design and implementation stage for some clear reasons that consequently 

affect the overall process of integration. Among the reasons: 

Lack of Information- As already stated the availability of information is very critical for 

asset management, minimization of plan change and integration process. However, these 

stakeholders mostly fai l to exchange exact information among them selves and formerly 

the communication was informal. An institution may not have information of the other 

stakeholders (that has been plan and implemented in the near future), what kind of 

utilities are available in the city and the like, without having such complete information 

utility providers plan wi ll be separate and incomplete. One can simply argue that, this is 

the main area of where the integration process fai led. 

Shortage of Budget - Shortage of budget is the main constraint for both plan change and 

the absence of integration. The budgets of each institution tremendously vary from year 

to year. For instance, water and sewerage budget of 2008 was not more than I billion birr 

while the road authority budget was approximately 2 billion. The same is true for 

telecommunication; the institution budget for expansion and improvement of technology 

was greater than 3.2 billion birr in the same year (even the project completed within four 

months). This clearly shows that, the budget for each institution is not proportional. One 

can safely argue about the issue of policy. As we know water is the most prioritized 

sector in the urban policy of Ethiopia (2005).However, the road is highly prioritized than 

any other sector for many reasons and most of the sectors responded that this is a bias for 

the road sector for political reasons. 
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There are also some fund driven projects. For instance, infrastructure with the help of 

World Bank and other donors may expand the budget gap among stakeholders . In this 

regard, when one institution wants to construct the other may keep watching though the 

institutions may have something to do in the same area. For instance, the EEPCO 

upgrading process is funded by World Bank and the project has its own time interval for 

beginning and end, if they wait each other the money and work together the project may 

faised out with this limitation of time. Therefore, EEPCO forced to work without keeping 

other stakeholders to come and construct together, the fund driven projects mostly force 

to change the plans may be due to the capacity (if the project size is too wide the 

institution may be forced to concentrate in that specific project) by neglecting the other 

previously planned projects. 

Institutional Capacity-As clearly mentioned in the revIew part, institutional 

arrangement is one of the most determinant factors for poor level or absence of 

integration. Some institutions are institutionally capable of performing as individual and 

group. While the other might not be capable to work as an individual and group, in this 

case the system fails. The talk shows identify that, institutional factor play tremendous 

role for the low performance of institutions in both intra and inter sectoral level. 

However, since all institutions are governmental, it is possible to say that a great asset 

and opportunity to achieve the process of integration. To conclude that, the institutional 

arrangement of the stakeholders at both individual and group level could be said weak. 

Property Right and Issuance -According to the road authority, the plan change mostly 

occurred with the untimely completion of issuance of property ri ght specially, if the area 

is an area owned by private owners, handling the issue might take longer than a year and 

above. This people may take the issue to the court, in this case the authority forced to 

wait either until the court forward decision or changing the previous plan. In result, it will 

create a lot of discrepancy in the development process, Basha Deble and Asko to Piassa 

road could be mentioned as best examples. 
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4.4.2 Alternative Financial Source to Fill the Budget gap 

The interview result depicts that; the involvement of the private sector could be said 

negligible. It is a general truth that infrastructure investment acquire huge amount of 

resource and the return period relatively long. The private sectors mostly establish for 

profit making with short return period, in this regard private involvement is very minimal 

particularly in funding projects. They rather participate at the implementation stage when 

there is possibility of outsourcing activities (construction and the like). According to 

ACCRA, the private sector is involved in the construction stage. It is true for AA WSA 

too; institutions outsource some activities for the private firms. However the involvement 

of donors is significant. For instance EEPCO utility installation project funded by World 

Bank, since the project is fund driven, international bid was held and the international 

company lease the whole activity related with the underground installation. In most cases, 

a number of activities done through annual government budgets, even the planning made 

on yearly basis of the government budget. However, as one of interviewed person stated: 

other than the private sector; 

"We have alternatives to finance our projects, for instance World Bank and other similar 
institutiuns support and finuncing projects. However, the involvement of private sector is 
negligible ". 

In this regard, every servIce providing institutions were received different kinds of 

support in different time. Furthermore the interview was also aim to find the problems 

related with donation. As most of the interviewee agreed that, the donation has a number 

of benefits. Beside that, since the timing of the fund is not at one time it creates 

discrepancy among the works of service providing institution. For instance, 

telecommunication received 3.2billin donation while EEPCO and AA WSA had only 

annual government budgets in the year 2008. It could be said that ET progressively was 

working while the rest kept watching. In such cases, the private sector can be involved on 

the funding of the projects either on short or long term basis. However, the private sector 

participation in funding of the huge projects is not common unless and otherwise enough 

investment security is in place. 
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The issue of financial guarantee may highly related with budget security, as we all know 

the budget of the two organizations AACRA and AA WSA mostly emanate from the city 

administration, which mainly base from the tax being collected from the dwellers. 

However, the budget of the other two organizations EEPCO and ET is federal and mostly 

subsidized by other donors. From the security perspective the later one is comparatively 

more secured than the previous one. This ,esn't mean that, the first two never get 

donation from donors but mostly they co . er their expense from the city charter. By 

implication it is still a big treat for the integration process, the plan and program of the 

two nation wide sectors might not be confined and bounded to the city level. However, 

the interview result revealed that, there is a big discrepancy of works among stakeholders 

which mainly resulted with the budget related issues. 

• Participation of private Sector/ (PPP) 

As can be seen from the review pa!1, the involvement of private sector is critical in the 

process of infrastructure development. However, could be rated as negligible in most 

circumsta!1Ces. The private sector can be involved at different stages for instance at 

planning, construction, financing the project, leasing the sector and the likes, in addition 

to that, there are a number of alternatives for the involvement of private sectors( options 

service contract, management contract, concession, Asset sale, BOOT new asset) etc. 

Moreover, these private sectors can be involved in funding the cable duct during the 

construction stage. This can be returned back through some reasonable rent or can be 

transferred with sell to the service providers. There should be proper controlling system 

to avoid perfect monopoly, otherwise can be easily manipulated and change the nature 

from public to perfect private sector. To avoid such dilemma PPP is more practical and 

advantageous. For instance, the private sector can be involved in Constructing utilities of 

different institutions and when the relevant sector need to use that utility, it can be used in 

the form of franchising or leasing the infrastructure or buy from the private sector with 

reasonable price. However, this might not be an easy case unless and other wise the 

necessary legal framework is in place, other wise this might create perfect monopoly. 
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4.5. The Current Status of Integration at Intra and Inter Sectoral level 

4.5.1 Level of commitment for coordination 

The level of commitment for integration coupled with other factors play crucial role in 

determining the current status of integration at both intra and inter sectoral. In other 

words, the existing level of integration can not be improved or maintained unless and 

otherwise there is strong commitment within institutions themselves. The inquiry for 

assessing the level of commitment within institutions presented on the fo llowing table. 

Table: 4.18 Respondent's opinion to the Level of Commitment for Coordination by 
th . f ' ft f elr respec Ive IDS I U IOn 
Name of High Medium Low Total 
employer No % No % No % 
AACRA 4 28.6 8 57.1 2 14.3 14 
AAWSA 5 33 .3 6 40 4 26.7 15 
EEPCO 2 15.4 4 30.8 7 53.8 13 
ET 9 60 4 26.7 2 13 .3 15 

Total 20 22 15 57 
Percent 35 .1 38.6 26.3 100 
Source: Own Survey, 2011 

As can be seen from the above Table 4.18, majorities of the respondents agree that their 

institutional commitment for integration within institutions lies on the medium level. The 

survey result reveled that, 38.6% of the valid respondent rate the commitment level of 

their organization medium and fo llowed by 35.1 % who rate high and the remaining 

concentrate on the low category. The above distribution can be further elaborated at 

institutional level in which most of the AACRA respondents replied the level of the 

commitment said to be medium which accounts 57.1 %. The remaining 28 .6 % and 14.3% 

lies on the high and low respectively. Contrary to this, in the case of AA WSA medium 

and high are almost proportional which is closer to 40% and 33.3% respectively. 

Regarding ET, 60% of the respondent rate the level of commitment as high and the rest 

26.7% and 13.3% remain in the medium and low categories respectively. However, the 

EEPCO case is unique; majority of respondent' s rated level of commitment as low and 

the remaining 30.8% and 15.4% lies to the medium and high category respectively. This 
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idea substantiate by the in-depth interview, most institutions failed to say the 

commitment towards both intra & inter sectoral level is high. Most of them appreciate the 

effort made by the regulatory for both intra and inter sectoral level. Since then, 

institutions become conscious for coordination and ready to bring integration through the 

implementation of BPR and BSC. As they replied, compared to the extent of the problem 

the effOlt is negligible. However, it said to be in a better condition in relative terms. 

• Respondent's Belief towards the Role Model ness of their Institutions 

The researcher believes that, institutions that perform best could be considered as role 

model for the others. Institution can borrow best practices of others and they often make 

use of those ideas and skills to promote their institutions. In this regard, respondents from 

institutions that provide services in this case the four targeted institutions were asked 

whether their institution can be role model for the others or not. Respondents' opinion 

towards role model ness of their institution can be summarized as follows : 

Table: 4.19 Respondent's opinion towards Role Model ness of their institution 

Name of I agree Strongly agree Disagree Strongly disagree Total 
employer No % No % No % No % 
AACRA 7 46.7 3 20 3 20 2 \3.3 15 
AAWSA 2 12.5 5 31.3 7 43.8 2 12.5 16 
EEPCO 2 14.3 I 7. 1 6 42.9 5 35 .7 14 
ET 9 60 3 20 2 13.3 1 6.6 15 
Total 20 12 18 10 60 
Percent 32.3 19.4 29.0 16.1 100 

Source: Own Survey, 2011 

Accordingly, substantial number of the respondents' i.e. (32%) responded to yes option. 

In other words, their organization can be ro le model for the others, which followed by the 

disagree account 29% of the respondent. The remaining 19% strongly agree with the 

existence of conducive envirOlunental and institutional arrangement. 

This issue also can be seen further into institutional level. In this regard, 46.7 % of the 

respondents from AACRA agree that their institution can be role model for the others at 

least with the parameter of assigning the right person to the right position. Regarding 
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AA WSA, 43.8 % of the respondents do not agree with their institutional arrangement and 

followed by strongly agree account 31.3%. The EEPCO case is more or less similar with 

AA WSA. Large number of respondents fall in disagree category which is 42.9 % and 

followed by strongly disagree is about 35.7 %, the remaining agree and strongly agree 

accounts 14.3% & and 7.1 % respectively. Similarly, 60 % of the ET respondents agree 

that, their institution can be role model for the others and 20 % of the respondents 

strongly agree with the idea. Departmental integration and role model ness statistically 

significant (X2=12.523, df =9, Pv=0.078) see table (4.4). However, the interview results 

indicate that the institutional arrangement of their respective institution is said to be 

hindrance for the best performance of the integration and efficiency. Interviewed people 

finally suggest that, the institutional arrangement should be restructured with the aim of 

efficiency that able to shoulder responsibility. 

• The Respondent opinion towards Departmental Integration 

The presence of departmental integration is a sum of different factors; among the factors 

the existence of good system, structure of the institutions, the level of commitment and 

existence of good governance are very important. It is obvious that, the existence of 

departmental integration has influence on the existence of integration among institutions. 

When we see the departmental integration the following result could serve as evident. 

Table: 4.20 Respondent opinions towards the Current Status of Departmental 

Integration by their respective institution. 

Name of I agree Strongly agree Disa ree Strongly di sagree Total 
employer No. % No. % No. % No. % 
AACRA 9 60 0 - 6 40 0 - IS 
AAWSA 6 37.5 I 6.3 8 50 I 6.3 16 
EEPCO 7 50 I 7.1 6 42. 0 - 14 

9 
ET 11 70.4 2 13.3 I 6.7 I 6.7 IS 
Total 33 4 21 2 60 
Percent 55 6.7 35 3.3 100 

Source: Own Survey, 2011 

As depicted on the above Table 4.20, nearly 60 % of the respondent fall in the category 

of agree and strongly agree, while the rest to di sagree and strongly disagree categories. 
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This further can be observed through the cross tabulation at institutional level. In this 

case, 60% of the respondents of AACRA usually agree with the existence of 

departmental integration, those who disagree with departmental integration within their 

institution account 40%. It is quiet reverse to AA WSA, large proportion 60% of the 

respondents disagree and strongly disagree with departmental integration and the 

remaining 37.5% and 7.1 % agree and strongly agree respectively. While 80% ET of the 

respondents agree that there is depm1mental integration in their institution and only 20 % 

do not agree with departmental integration. About 50% of EEPCO respondents agree and 

7. 1 % strongly agree is almost simi lar with disagree, strongly disagree which is said to be 

negligible. 

While the response from the regulatory is reverse, the office mentioned that departmental 

integration within the institution is very critical. However, most of institutions work at 

department level. This further affects the process of integration among stakeholders. For 

instance, any of the above mentioned institution except EEPCO usually cut roads without 

permission and regulatory office fa iled to communicate to the right person or concerned 

body about the issue. Roads usually excavated without the knowledge of the right person 

who has direct link with the regulatory and other stakeholders. As emphasized by the 

regulatory office, the EEPCO case is unique that simply administered by the project 

rehabilitation office, though there was a problem. 

The idea substantiate by the interview response from other stakeholders, while most of 

them fai led to believe that their institutions work in collaboration with others. For 

instance, AA WSA tried to decentralize the system and establish different offices at 

branch level and there is also project office that can handle issues related with the 

projects particularly fund driven projects. Compare to the previous time, the process of 

departmental integration said to be in a good condition, since the system is newly 

introduced it is difficult to say there is 100% integration, some times there is clear 

information gap among project, branch and head offices. Moreover, the departmental 

integration can be manifested on the sewerage and water departments. Though they are in 

the same administration there is clear gap between them. The researcher can strongly 

argue that, same is true for the other institutions particularly ET and AACRA. For 
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instance, formerly the researcher recognized that the road authority was simply 

constructing the roads and open for use, but there was no a clear system of managing the 

road and the like. The same is true for the construction and property right department. 

4.5.2 The current Status of Integration among Infrastructure providing 

Institutions 

The existing status of integration could be analyzed from different perspectives, among 

them the institutional , financial and phys ical integration of these parties at different levels 

(planning design and implementation and follow up stages). The level of integration 

among the stakeholders presented on table 4.21 as follows: 

Table: 4.21Respondents opinion towards the Current status of integration among 

infrastructure providing institutions 

Types of response Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
High 12 19.4 20.3 20.3 
Medium 19 30.6 32.2 52.5 
Low 28 45.2 47.5 100.0 
Total 59 95.2 100.0 
Missing system 3 4.8 
Total 62 100 100 

Source: Own Survey, 2011 

As already depicted on the above Table 4.21 , about 45% of the respondents rated low the 

current status of the integration, this followed by medium account 30.6%, only 19.4% 

rated high. The idea is also substantiated by the interview. Accordingly, every 

interviewee replied that the current status of integration among stakeholders is said to be 

low. However, there is an effort made by the regulatory office. The financial, institutional 

and physical integration among the stakeholders said to be poor even the integration 

within institutions itself is not sati sfactory. The existing level of coordination among 

stakeholders could be measured based on the following criteria's: 

• The presence of Formal Committee and Regular Meeting 

Presence of the regular committee plays pivotal role in facilitating the process of 

coordination. Since these services providing institution are separate, there should be 
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common floor for discussion. Due to the fact that, the existence of the formal and regular 

committee are critical in the coordination process. The Addis Ababa infrastructure 

committee is being established since the emergence of the regulatory offices. This 

integration committee has two components. The first one is committee for the higher 

officials and the second one is professional (virtual) committee. The existence of the 

committee itself is meaningless unless there is formal and regular meeting within certain 

period of time. Accordingly, the professional committee is the response for the failure of 

regular meeting of the busy officials which was the major obstacle to achieve its 

objectives. There was regular meeting on weekly basis for the last seven to eight months 

but currently the meeting interrupted for unknown reason. The interview result can be 

summarized as follows: 

"The meeting was conducted regularly on (weekly basis) for the last seven or eight months 
however. due to some extreme cases meetings were postponed. Moreover, the regular 
meeting Ganceledfor the last three monthsfor unknown reason" (AAWSA). 

"The meeting was good particularly our organization benefit 1I10re, since our works was on 
progress at that time , whenever we faced any challenge there was a stage to present and to 
be solved or received immediate response" (EEPCD). 

Some times we missed the meeting deliberately and arbitrarily because the road authority 
much favored and our request will not be entertained equally (AA WSA and EEPCD). 

"The effort said to be good but is not proceeding as expected this is mainly because of the 

involvement of the regulatory offices in too many different affairs 01' tasks" (AACRA) . 

• The Presence of long and Short Term Plan 

As we inferred from the previous part, most institutions have short term plan period 

which ranges one to five year, the five year is said to be insignificant. Currently, the 

regulatory office forced the stakeholders to present short term plan of each activity years. 

However, the long term plan is not an issue among the stakeholders. In addition to that, 

even the short term plans are highly affected with frequent plan change of institutions. 

One can easily conclude that the current status of integration could be unsatisfactory and 

highly affected with short term plan and frequent plan change. 
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• The Presence of Strong Responsible Body 

The regulatory and design office being assigned to coordinate the city integrated 

infrastructure works, though there are some efforts and progresses after the establishment 

its performance is said to be not good. The major reason could be integrating 

infrastructures is Third activity or extra activity. As observed in survey and interview 

result, most of the respondents assure that the regulatory office weak, this can be 

observed through the institutional arrangement, its capacity, availability of governing 

rules and the like. The authority still does not issue its rules and regulations that can 

govern the whole parties. 

• The Presence of Policy and Related Issues 

The Ethiopian urban development policy is promulgated and became effective in the year 

2006. However, there is no consolidated infrastructure policy yet. In addition to that, the 

integrated infrastructure development package is not issued up until today. The priority 

and direction of the reality is said to be different, the urban development program priority 

of 2006 was water, but road was prioritized and became the direction of the cities. As per 

the researcher opinion, though the road and water are prioritized in the urban policy of 

Ethiopia and since every urban service are provided at scanty level, there is continuous 

need of urban infrastructure. According to the road authority head, emphasized that" the 

integration process fails because every thing is priority". Since the problem is cumulative 

and has effect over the past 100 years of planning and in addition to other issues, every 

thing needs to be addressed right now. The other parties agree with this issue, AA WSA 

officials stated that, we are doing now intensively that has to be done before ten or fifteen 

years back. 

• Types of Communication among service providing Institution 

The types of communication among service providing institution is one very important 

tool to asses the level of coordination. Formerly the type of communication was informal 

that in result with a number of difficulties and wastage of resources. The system was 

exposed for serious bureaucratic system which hinders the smooth relationship among 
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stakeholders. Currently the situation is changed to some extent. The following figure is 

evident for the type of communication among these parties. 

Figure 4.7 Figure showing types of communication among the stakeholders 
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Source: Own Survey, 2011 

Communication from other stakeholders needs to be assessed to see the current condition 

of collaboration and cooperation. The respondents were asked that the communication 

type of the stakeholders among each other, most of the time they communicate through 

formal way and followed by informal and combination of both respectively, but sti ll 

significant number of the respondent do not have any idea how their institution 

communicate formally or informally with other similar institutions. By the same token, 

the interview result shows formal way of communication is the current practice. Some of 

the respondent failed to attend the regular meeting due to much favor of the road 

authority. Even the regulatory office do not considers thei r works as equal as roads. 

Whenever we want to do any thing we are obliged to stick with the road map, contrary to 
this the road development do not forced to consider even our activities, to sum up the idea 
we tried to communicate formally, but still there are discouraging situations among 
ourselves. 

Contrary to thi s, road authority replied the communication type could be said formal, 

whenever we have any issue we communicate formally and settle the dispute. However, 

there are some institutions still shows negligence. Even sometimes our institution forced 

to write letter of announcement for the other stakeholders. 
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4.5.3 Major Reasons for the Low level of Integration 

The current status of integration could be said low or poor among service providing 

institutions. The researcher tries to find the major reasons for the poor level of integration 

at inter sectoral level. The following table summarizes the main reasons for the absence 

or poor level of integration among stakeholders . 

Table: 4.22 Reasons for the low level of integration by respondents 

Types of response Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative 
percent Percent 

Lack of adequate 1 1.6 1.9 1.9 
]l1'ofessionals 
Lack of integrity and working 10 16.1 18.5 20.4 
together 
Shortage of budget 7 11 .3 12 .9 33.3 
Absence of responsible body 17 27.4 31.5 64.8 
Absence of policy 9 14.5 16.6 81.5 
Shortage of Budget and 10 16. 1 18.5 100.0 
Absence of Responsible body 
Total 54 87.1 100 
Missing system 8 12.9 
Total 62 100 100 
Source: Own Survey, 2011 

As we can see from the above Table 4.22, the absence of the responsible body share the 

largest one which is 27.4%, followed by lack of culture working in collaboration and 

respondent who shortage of budget and absence of strong responsible body accounts 16% 

each. This followed by absence of full-fledged/consolidated policy accounts 14.5% and 

shortage of budget accounts 11.3%. Only 2% of the respondents replied that it is because 

of lack of adequate professionals. From the previous intra sectoral analysis part, one can 

draw the weak institutional capability of the regulatory office. 

Similar question was inquired for interviewee; the interview result showed that, the 

absence of responsible body is still the major cause for the poor nature of coordination. 

Moreover, shortages of budget, lack of integrity and working culture still have significant 

proportion. According to the AACRA, in addition to the above all factors the absence of 

belongingness and responsibility play pivotal role for the low level of integration. The 

current poor or low level of integration is resulted from the absence of system that 
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assures accountabi lity. AACRA also commented that, the only way to bring integration 

among the stakeholders is the institutional accountability and responsibility scheme. 

• The level of Integration Before & After Regulatory 

The idea is already mentioned in the previous category, since the nature of coordination 

and its problem is vast still difficult to recognize the effort of this authority. Similarly, 

respondents replied that the progress of the regulatory could not be said effective and 

tangible. Compare to the previous years one can observe changes. Formerly, there was no 

any responsible body to coordinate efforts of these stakeholders but today at list there is 

one responsible body, though it is not strong. The authority has taken the responsibility 

for coordinating disintegrated works. Meanwhile, it is not yet promulgated its policy for 

the infrastructural integration. According to the road authority, this can be considered as a 

good indicator for the weak regulatory office, though there is formal committee and 

regular meeting of these sectoral virtual committee, meeting was not held for the past 

three months, even the researcher were promised and planed to attend these regular 

weekly meetings among virtual (professional) committee, but the meeting never been 

conducted during the study. 

• Responsibility to Coordinate Service providing Institutions 

As indicated on the overview of the integration practice, the absence of strong 

coordinating body mentioned as a reason for the failure of integrating urban services. The 

process of integration after the establishment of the regulatory office said to be in a better 

condition. However, there is a clear gap of institutional capability. All urban service 

providers agreed that, there should be strong governmental organization to coordinate the 

effort, the following table is evident. 

Table: 4.23 Respondents opinion to the responsible institution for coordination 

Responsible Institution Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Telecommunication 3 4.8 4.8 4.8 
Road authority 10 16.1 16.1 2 1.0 
Water and sewerage 

, 
4.8 4.8 25.8 .) 

Regulatory 28 45 .2 45.2 71.0 
Any strong Body 18 29.0 29.0 100.0 
Total 62 100.0 100.0 
Source: Own Survey, 2011 
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Table 4.23, indicates that 45% of the respondent's prefer the regulatory office to 

undertake responsibility for coordination. Which followed by any strong governmental 

office account 29%, "Any strong body" refers the preference of the respondents other 

than above mentioned stakeholders (i.e neither directly choose the regulatory nor any 

other specific sector) simply prefer any sector that has strong power in the City 

Administration. That should take the responsibility of coordinating scattered activities. 

16% of respondent replied that the responsibility of coordination should be given for the 

road authority and the rest of the respondents replied that the responsibility should be 

given for telecommunication and water and sewerage is about 9.6% together. The idea 

was raised for in-depth interview and majority of the respondents replied that, the 

responsibility should be given for some strong authority other than above mentioned 

stakeholders. They claim that, the effort currently observed is not promising, due to this 

and similar reasons the responsibility either should not be given for the regulatory or the 

regulatory should come with separate work and strong task force. 

Regulatory office strongly argues that, since the establishment of the regulatory office the 

effort shows tremendous change. This doesn't mean that, the office completely solve the 

situation, there are more works to be done. The researcher can safely argue that, the 

office effort seems incomplete due to two major reasons. The first one is the vast nature 

of the problem and the second one is the limited nature of its capacity (institutional 

capacity). The researcher opinion towards this idea is that, Regulatory office has been 

engaged in different activities: among the reasons building permit and giving permit 

license and the like are the most prioritized activities and sometimes the issue of 

coordination seems additional works. However, it is critical and need to be tackled as 

soon as possible. This indicate that the sector still do not attract strong attention from the 

responsible body. 

4.6 The Absence of Integration and its Effect 

The absence of integration is major cause for a number of social, economical and 

environmental problems. The following table summarizes the major effects of the 

absence of integration. 
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Table: 4.24 Consequences of Integration reported by respondents 

Types of response Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 
Repetition of 6 9.7 10.5 10.5 
works/overlap 
Wastage of scarce 17 27.4 29.8 40.4 
resource 
Traffic congestion 4 6.5 7.0 47.4 
Traffic accident and 2 3.2 3.5 50.9 
service interruption 
Repetition of works 28 45.2 49.1 100.0 
& wastage of scarce 
resources 
Total 57 91.9 100.0 
Missing system 5 8.1 
Total 62 100 100 
Source: Own Survey, 2011 

As one can trace from the above Table 4.24, large proportion of the respondents (45%) 

replied that the major negative effects are repetition of works and wastage of scarce 

resources and followed by wastage of scarce resource alone is about 27.4%. Generally, 

the major negative effects of the absence or poor level of integration could be said 

economical (repetition of works and wastage of scarce resources), social traffic accident 

and congestion. Moreover, negative mentality of people as well as Environmental and 

health issues. 

Figure 4.8, photo showing walking of people on the carriage ways 

Source: Own Picture, 2009 
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• Social Effects- Even if there is no recorded data, the trenching of ROW particularly, 

the carriage way aggravated considerably for the traffic accident and thus claims lives of 

large number of people. Moreover, large number of handicap people faces many 

challenges related with thi s. Beside, still large number of people broken and become 

handicap due to the same reason (i .e. people may get in the manholes or trenched ditches 

and broken and get Sevier injury), the absence of integration pronounce (amplify) the 

overall economic and social problem. In addition, the process of excavation has another 

social cost, in which congestion is a common characteristic. 

• Economic Effects- The economical impact could be probably the major negative 

impact from the absence of integration. Repetition of the same work, wastage of resource 

and reduction of the asphalt service year could be said the major ones. EEPCO and 

AA WSA together pay 1,154,992.3 amount of money for trenching the road in the year 

2011. In return, the road authority paid money for relocation. The following table 

showing the amount of money spent on relocation. 

Table 4.25 money spend for utility relocation in the year 2010 

Name of institutions Amollnt of money Project number 
ETC 57,682, 807.0238 38 
AAWSA 30,623,586.35 293 29 
EEPCO 31 ,063,023.6154 54 
Total 119,369,416.98121 121 

Source: AACRA, 2010 cited in Mesfin, 2010 

Consequently, different utilities buried in the wrong places, some of them buried in the 

Walkway will be evicted and shifted in the near feature, this implies that, the city of 

Addis Ababa should have to expect huge amount of economic crisis, due to the absence 

of integration. Either walkways or carriage way is trenched and large number of people 

forced to walk on the carriage way consequently create a huge accident. 
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Chapter Five 

5. Conclusion and Recommendation 

5.1 Conclusions 

The continuous growth of population has increased the burden on urban services; thi s 

population growth coupled with haphazard planning exacerbates the sector problem. 

Moreover, the service particularly integrated plmming has been neglected in academic 

discourse for considerable period of time. By the same token, practitioners gave lesser 

attention for some reasons. As a result social, economic and environmental effects are 

still significant. It is obvious that the onl y method that can minimize overall cost and 

bring efficiency in all aspects is integrated service planning. The primary objective of this 

study is finding the level of integration among stakeholders and the major reasons that 

could be justified for the problems. It also aims to find the major place where the 

integration process failed . With that in mind, both primary and secondary data were 

exhausted to come up the following conclusions. 

In relation to this objective the researcher recognizes that the existing level of integration 

among stakehulders is still found in a poor condition however, Illost of the respondents 

agree with the presence of integration at intra level though it is unsatisfactOlY. Among the 

respondents who inquire for the inter sectoral integration the majority tends to say the 

existing level of integration is low or poor in all aspects of planning, design and 

implementation and follow up. 

From the Planning perspective, the plan year of every sectors is not uniform among 

infrastructure providing institutions. Moreover, every utility provider except the road 

authori ty does not refer the city master plan in most of their activities. Since the plan year 

is short and there is frequent plan change the integration process challenging and from 

bad to worse. The level of integration is loose in the planning and design stage, the 

implication expected to be the same on the implementation and follow up too. 

Coordinating these sectors already began by regulatory office but, the current status of 

integration in all stages said to be low (i.e on planning, design, budget and financing, 

implementation and follow-up) at both intra and inter sectoral level. The absence of 
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integration caused and resulted with a number of consequences and it is still loose in 

spatial aspects. In this regard both the walkway and even carriage way is usually 

excavated for the service provision, most roads particularly roads in the inner city. The 

emphasis of master plan for utilities has still significant effect. 

The second objective was identifying the major reasons /causes for the absence or low 

level of integration and its consequence. 

• Organizational structure /capacity and arrangement- the current organizational 

Structure doesn't show responsibility and accountability, this system do not allow the 

participation of stakeholders moreover, the efficiency and effectiveness could be said in a 

poor condition, 

• Absence of strong coordinating body- the regulatory office said to be weak since 

it is engaged in different sectors paliicularly in its capacity and its authority. 

• Finance / participation of the private sectors- as stated earlier the involvement of 

the private sectors in all stages is not at satisfactory level. 

• Plan year and change of plan- the research found that every actors do not 

internalize the city master plan yet to this effect the plan or project design at sectoral level 

mostly do not refer the city master plan and it also characterized with frequent plan 

change and short plan year etc. The major consequences resulted from the absence of 

integration can be summarized as Wastage of scarce resource, Repetition of works, Un 

maintained roads and the like, there are roads that are not maintained for extended period 

of time, that ranges from 3 to 5 years and some of the roads forgotten totally. It is true 

that the service year diminish haphazardly due to frequent excavation and un timely 

maintenance. 

Thirdly the research aims to find the driving forces of excavation/cut off carriage way 

and also to identi fy the major reasons for the improper maintenance and management of 

road after the completion of the tasks. Excavation in the installation of utilities sometimes 

said to be mandatory where the previously installed lines are old and cannot support the 

existing demand. It is obvious that the walks ways are already occupied with previously 

installed utilities, unlike water and other utilities sewerage lines need wider area and 

depth and reasonable gradient. The existing walkways can not provide this place mainly 
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resulted from haphazard planning and spontaneous nature of the city, the stakeholders 

complaining that the master plan gave minor emphasis for utilities. Moreover, the level of 

participation could be said minimal. However, the planning institute responded that they 

were pm1icipated in all panels and workshops. Meanwhile, the participant may not have a 

good dissemination power or may not get opportunity to disseminate the information. 

Nonetheless, the carriage way is a target to be excavated. The problem of excavation 

amplified and become significant in its magnitude in the inner city than expansion area. 

This mainly resulted from the presence of haphazard planning coupled with population 

growth and fast rate of urban decay. Every stakeholder are intensively doing now what 

has not been done or completed some 10 or 20 years back, the problem is cumulative 

effect than one time occurrences. Inner city service provision characterized with poor 

quality, old, intermittent and that could not support the existing demand. From the survey 

and interview result it is possible to conclude Roads mostly excavate by the two 

institutions ET and AA WSA respectively however, Carriage way mostly excavated by 

water and sewerage authority. Currently EEPCO is dominantly involved in the road 

excavation. 

The other important finding is that trenched areas are not maintained immediately, thi s is 

mainly resulted from waiting of accumulation of certain level of kms to be maintained. 

Moreover, the natural factors are still significant. In addition, maintenance may be 

delayed due to the agreement among the actors. Meanwhile the standard of maintenance 

is very controversial but, it is sti ll difficult to maintain 100% as before due to a number of 

reasons. However, the shortage of budget and the difficult nature of trenches for 

maintenance played significant role for the poor standard of maintenance. Trenched fields 

sometimes backfilled with the same material and become asp halted or covered with 

asphalt without compaction that will sink after a few service period. 

Evaluation of the socio economic impact of the absence or low level of integration was 

also aim of this study, from the economic and social perspective, absence or lack of 

integration has negative impact. In relation to thi s the research found that repetition of 

works, traffic accident, death of significant number of people and loss of huge amount of 

resources are the major backlogs resulted from the absence of integration. Since 
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excavation usually is done on the peak hours and done with traditional methods it will 

have considerable effect on both economic and social aspects. It is possible to accomplish 

most effectively and economically if actors work in an integrated manner. 

To identify, the effects of infrastructural policy and legal ground of stakeholders over the 

use of Right of ways, is also another major objectives stated in the study. The research 

found that there is a big gap in the policy area since there is no consolidated policy. It is 

still difficult to come up with effective measure to combat the problems. The weakness of 

the regulatory authority resulted from this gap. Even the urban policy of the city gave 

much priority for water. However, the road sector is much favored than any other sectors. 

As a consequence discrepancy will emanate with this bias in which the road constructed 

much faster than water and sewerage the absence of infrastructure policy hence 

contribute for the loose integration among stakeholders that could not allow for the 

establishment of strong controlling body. 

5.2 Recommendations 

After having the above findings and conclusion it is possible to forward the following 

suggestions, and recommendations. 

Planning, Budgeting and Design with the Participation of Stakeholders 

The existing master plan has to be revised with international standard. Also should 

involve the stakeholders in plan preparation. Moreover, the institute should provide 

continues awareness creation and trainings in relation to the plan at least at preliminary 

level. The right of way should accommodate every elements even has to look in to the 

projection of future traffic volume and the need of utilities. Furthermore, the service 

providers should refer the city master plan for their planning and any other activities, in 

which the problem of plan change, repetition of works and separate activities will be 

minimized. In other words the utility providers have to comply with the city master plan 

and have to internalize before going to the detail of activities that ranges from planning to 

completion of tasks. Most of the time plan change occurred due to the lagging of property 

issuance. The change of plan has to be tackled as soon as possible by increasing the plan 

period and avoid the problem of the issuance of property right. All govenunental & non 

governmental organization should work for shortened the issuance of Property right. 
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Asphalt-paved roads should not be excavated frequently, if it is mandatory it should be made 

with minimum economic and moral cost on the public. Necessary measures to maintai n 

integrity should be taken and infrastructure works should be carried out in coordination. The 

time of starting and ending of excavation should be clearly stated and has to be done in 

off peak hours or holidays to minimize the pain over the public. Regulatory should 

control the standard of maintenance and completion up on given time. The walkway 

should be tiled or cobbled other than asphalted. Moreover, these lines should be colored 

to be easily identified. In other words the walkways particularly installed and potentially 

to be installed walkways should be covered by markable colors, so that utility providers 

can easily identify their own right of way. 

Moreover, every utility including roads should be registered and standardized. The utility 

registration should be supported with the modern technologies and programs like GIS and 

GPS which enable to identify the utilities with their XY coordinate. That in return 

enables to use non trenching technologies to the sector in particular and bring efficiency 

and effectiveness in general. 

Budgeting and planning go hand in hand. If the plan is long term and submitted to one 

strong force, it might not be difficult to estimate the actual cost and if there is deficit that 

can be funded through di fferent mechanisms. There should be funding system for the 

whole utilities together particularly in time of unbalance of the programs and allocated 

finance. The private sector can be involved if there is fertile ground to entertain it. 

Generally the integration work has to be made with the involvement of the whole actors 

from inception of integration to completion. 

Policy, Manuals, Procedures, Standards and Regulations 

Formulation of appropriate urban infrastructure policy is a priority for effective, efficient 

integrated urban service provision and the policy has to give due consideration for good 

governance, integration/ coordination in urban center. The policy scheme emphasize on 

the involvement of private sectors in a secured manner for the public benefit. Co

ordination of infrastructure works is a subject of legal arrangements. Clear & accountable 

legal framework needs to be formulated. It should clearly define the roles and 
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responsibilities of actors during each phase of the infrastructure development process and 

to hold parties accountable for actions within their control. Manuals and standards such 

as order of space allocation for utilities across road, within ROW need to be improved so 

as to reduce/ avoid conflicts over the use of avai lable space and strict application of 

regulations and law enforcement is necessary. Moreover, consolidated manual that shows 

detail of description tasks from inception to completion of the utility works is needed. 

• Cut fee rule need to be promoted to make the actors aware of additional cost and 

to work complying with the existing system. 

• Strong enforcement over the utility registration, time of beginning and end of 

excavation and its maintenance is quite recommendable 

• There should be also clear and consolidated legal frameworks that can easily 

mange utilities conflict and property right di sputes. 

• There should be proper policy and guide that allow the participation of the private 

sector particularly in financing long term plan or investment. 

In areas where the road is below 5 year of construction other trench lees method should 

be promoted or prohibit totally. It is advisable if the maintenance work is handed over 

from ACCRA to the utility providers who excavate the asphalts, because maintenance 

work is giving hard time for the road authority and is not effective up until today. 

However, giving the same task for the other utilities might be another burden and force 

them to involve in different aspects which play crucial role on their performance. 

Therefore, the participation of the private sector is advisable, but the road authority 

simply supervises the quality of works. It is a great opportunity for small and micro 

finance to be involved in this maintenance and even the excavation work. The sectors can 

outsource their tasks of excavation and maintenance to small and micro enterprises. As 

already explained above the policy issue is cross cutting among other sectors, it is 

recommended that futiher studies shall be carried out so that sound policies are 

implemented. 

Alternative Methods/ Technologies in Infrastructure Works 

It is possible to apply different alternative trench lees technologies which enable to 

minimize the social and economic burden. These techniques allow the installation of 

different utilities at a time with single excavation. Among the alternatives: joint trench, 
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multi-inlet pipe system and gallery systems that enable burial of more than one line with 

one single excavation. Use of boring machine or uses of pipe, cable or conduit 

installation using horizontal drilling are alternative methods of trench less technologies to 

minimize the effect of trenching on the asphalt roads. 

The utility installation particularly the cable duct for utility placement on crossing should 

be made in consideration of the city development and public demand. By doing so it is 

possible to minimize the burden of excavation over the asphalts. Similarly, minimizes the 

wastage of scarce resource. Unlike its importance it is very expensive, this task said to be 

easy for the road authority particularly in areas where relocation process and in area 

where new development takes place. However, it is constrained by the scarcity of budget. 

The involvement of private sectors to the infrastructure services should be promoted, 

these private sectors can be involved in funding the cable duct during the construction 

stage. This can be returned back through some reasonable rent or can be transferred with 

sell to the service providers, but here there should be proper controlling system to avoid 

perfect monopoly, otherwise it might be easily manipulated and change the nature from 

public to perfect private sector, to avoid such dilemma the PPP is more practical and 

advantageous. There should be proper policy and guide that allow the participation of the 

private sector particularly in financing long term plan or investment. For instance, the 

private sector can be involved in Constructing utilities of different institutions and when 

the relevant sector need to use that utility it can be used in the form of franchising or 

leasing the infrastructure or buy from the private sector with reasonable price. However, 

this might not be an easy case unless and other wise the necessary legal framework is in 

place, other wise this might create perfect monopoly. 

Recommendation on Institutional or Organizational Arrangements 

The organizational structure of every institution should be rearranged that enable to give 

space for them fo r efficiency and effectiveness. There should be also a clear identification 

of their authority and has to allowed the participation of private public partnership. The 

good governance of these sectors shall be improved and oriented to bear accountabi li ty 

and risk taking system. It is preferable if ET and EEPCO could also be accountable to 

the city Government for their activities within the city. 
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A high level and virtual co-ordination committee with the necessary legal background, 

procedures and mechanisms that can work actively should be re-established and 

decentralization of works and power has to be practiced at different level. 

Decentralization by itself is not an end even it makes difficult the integration unless 

designed in a very systematic way. Willingness and commitment to work jointly among 

infrastructure authorities should be enhanced. Organizational structure specified in legal 

arrangement for the co-ordination of infrastructure works has to be established. Some 

time there is also question of power among the stakeholders that has to be abolished once 

and for all by clearly identifying the task and authority of these sectors. Lateral relation 

among these stakeholders is quite recommendable. 

Particularly, the regulatory either should come up with strong authority & separation of 

works or another agency should come to coordinate the effort of different actors. Take 

the responsibility of coordination by focusing on the following issues. 

• Since 90% of integration accomplished at planning stage the authority should give 

higher emphasizes for planning as major input or instrument of integration. 

• Cheek the submitted plan at least three to five month ahead of the physical year 

begin and the plan has not been in conflict with the other utilities and check the 

plan is made in reference to the city master plan/comply with the city plan 

• Deliver the plan for the others, assuming they might be affected and prepare 

stages for discussion. And it should also come with strong task force in the time 

of implementation or construction to inspect and evaluate the standard of 

infrastructure works. The authority expected to participate in all integrative 

activities from inception to completion of tasks. Therefore, it has to strength itself 

in different perspectives moreover, provided the stage and serves as facilitator in 

all activities in the time of dispute among these parties. 

• And finally , the need for Public Private Partnership CPPP) is already 

recommended. This however needs further researches to be carried out on the 

possibility of modalities and legal arrangement that enhance private participation 

in areas of utilities provision in the context of Addis Ababa. 
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Annex I 

• Definition of Terms 

Urban services, infrastructure and public faci lities are interchangeable terminologies. 

Infrastructure-is defined to denote the hard component that comprises all systems of 

urban physical structure that are mainly laid underground (e.g water mains) and on the 

ground (e.g roads) or above the ground (telephone and electric lines to provide public 

services. Infrastructure in this paper refers to road and utilities lines such as water supply, 

electricity, telephone and sometimes referred as stakeholders. 

Urban services -Designates all installation and service which structure, organize serve 

and develop urban space and its hinterlands it includes urban infrastructure and 

administrative social and economic facilities. 

Utilities-a services(as light, power or water provided by a publ ic utility, equipments or 

space of equipment to provide such services or a comparable services. 

Right of Ways- the width of the road from the ends of the private properties line. Which 

comprises all road component; carriage way, pedestrian way, median, other facilities and 

places within the ROW alternatively a general term denoting land, property or interest 

there in, usually in a strip acquired for or developed to transportation purpose. 

The other definition of ROW public rights of way The "public ri ght of way" is generally 

defined to include those areas along, beneath, in, on, and within any dedicated public 

alley, boulevard, court, lane, road, sidewalk, space, street, and way within the jurisd iction 

of the municipality. 

Carriage way-Vehicular road that only serve smooth movements of vehicles 

Arterials-A road type sometimes referred as primary road which include all principal 

road which cross the town, express way. These roads used fo r fast and heavy traffic . 

Collector roads-sometimes referred as secondary roads that ensure the linkage between 

arterials and local roads . 

Planning -the act or the process of making or carryll1g out plans specific the 

establislunent of goals, policies and procedures for asocial or economic unit. 

Backfill-material used to replace or the act of replacing materials removed during 

construction, also may denote material placed or the act of placing material adjacent to 

structures. 



Design-to creates fashion, execute 0 1' construct according to plan 

Cooperation-the willingness to work together in order to meet common objectives, 

which is achieved through the good will of stakeholders in the development of 

infrastructure and service development of infrastructure and service without any guiding 

procedures, rules and regulations. 

Coordination-denotes the harmonization of a common action 01' to create a harmonious 

interaction among the stakeholders that are involved in infrastructure and service 

development it is achieved based on the adoption of certain procedures and guidelines. 

Integration means bringing together into one. It requires both cooperation and 

coordination in order to work, it also calls for the existence of a single formalized 

decision making system and the procedures that facilitate the existence of such a system. 

Integration potentially allows for more effective and efficient use of resources in order to 

achieve a given set of objectives. 

Inter sectoral integration-it denotes the integration between infrastructure entities; 

integration between different sectors/infrastructure entities. 

Intra sectoral integration-a kind of integration within an infrastructure sector for 

example integration within the road sector between the road authority (arterial and sub 

arterial road) and local government and community initiatives. 

PPP-it is an abbreviation dominantly used in many areas particularly 111 areas of 

modalities, which represent public private pmtnership. 

Efficiency-efficient operation as measured by a comparison of production with cost. 

Alternatively the ratio of useful energy delivered by a dynamic system to the energy 

supplied to it (Webster dictionary) 

Trenched-installed in narrow open excavation 

Un-trenched installed without breaking ground or pavement surface for such operation 

as jacking tunneling, boring or mechanical compaction. 

Utility tunnel an underpass for one or more utility lines 



Annex II 

Addis Ababa University 
Colle,;;!.! of Development Studies 

Urban Development and Management Masters Program 

nlis questioner is prepared to get input for the sl\ldy under conducted on the issue of the intra and 
intersectoral integration among the service providing institutions with panicuJar emphasis ofET, 
EEPco. AA W$A, AACRA in Addis Ababa. The questionnaire prepared for the employee in the 
above four institutions working on planning, budeget and fin,mce, construction, maintenance and 
management. nlis questionnaire only serve for the study stated above, so the respondents are 
asked to be confident and respond genuinely to these questions. 

6 

Information rel:lIed with Ilerform:lnce of institution 
I ~'ame ofw'uT or.:anl l.11wn"' I Name of dcpartmenrs:'--' 

I Currem respvn~l blllt \ o~_~il1on in your organizmion? 

The maximum educati onal status you attained? 

Does your fi eld of study and assigned work any 
relation? 

Is your organization provide on job training? 

1"12 complete 
2=CoJ1egc diplOln.:"l 
3=BA 
4=MA 
S=PHD 
l oa directly related 
2'" indirectly rehued 
3- no relation 
I=yes 
2=no 

~ , " 3- have no idea 
7 Could you explalll precIsely aboutlhe arrangement of ..........••.••.........• _ ............... . 

your institution and cun-em tasks? 

-,-- r I ab'l"ce tha t ':\'<:1) d.!par1mel1t in our organization work ~-:;-~~-;~~-.::-.---------I 
in cooperation. 2 =Strol1t,:ly ag:ree 

3 =disagrcc --- I 4 "'stront!i\' d isa!!l"ce ~ 
I) The CIll~~'n! ~t;!tus ;md anangel11cnt of Nlr organi7..1lion . I =[ a~ r~'<: 

10 

11 

c;'m be !o.le modclldf asslgn:ng profeSSIonals, flexibili ty 1 2 =str~llgly agrl'e 
and cnlclenc~ '? . 3 '"' I dIsagree 

If your anSW~"f is J for the above quesl ivn what are Ihe 
major reasons for Ihe abscncc of int.:gr.lIion? 

The level of commitment in your institution 10 bring 

4 "'stron!!l\" disacrte 
I =shortage of professionals 
2 =\ack of inleg:ri'~ 
3 =budgct constrailll 
4 =abscnce of responsible body 
5 =other---.. 
I - high 

integration? ~ 2=mcdiutllS 
_ I] low 

:.r-!.. 

" 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

" 
22 

" 
24 

" 

Is there any established commillee to bring integration? ! [ =yes 
2 - No 
3 " have no idea 

II, Re:lso ns for Frequent Road Excavationffrenchino 
Why roads 3fe 1)(:II:g CXC;l\ 3ted irequclltl) ? I 1 '"'New Technologies 

2 - need of repair 
3 =11 is mandatory 
4 - Difficult to accomplish tasks at a 
time 

Why excavation is pronounced or amplified in the inner 
city"' 

Which institution excavates roads treql:cntly"' 

What tim.! or day interval is the f:!.:itcst for the road 
being excavated immediately after maintenance? 

What preconditions are available before the perrmssion 
of excnvatiol1"' 

Do they prepare the time limi t oflhc \\ork and types of 
work? 

What preconditions are you cOllsid.:r udore allowing 
excavation? 

Who all owed excavation before th~ commg of 
reJ;ulalOr."·~ 

!s there maintenance depanmell! in yuur organi7..1tion" 

How olicn t:u: fC:ld m:!il:1:l!l1ed 

Why lIlaim':llan~e works are delayillg? 

5 - up on the AACRA request 
6 =have no idea 
[ ""Previous utilities are not 
adequate 
2 - need for repair 
3 =LDP 
4 =lmkno\\ll reason 
I "'ET 
2 =AACRA 
3 - AAWSA 
4 -CITY Administration 
5 "'EEPco 
6 .. Other------··.--.. -

I - yes 
2 - No 
3 - Have no idea 

I ""Yes 
2 " No 
3 - have no idea 

III Consideration for the Future DeveJo ment /Ex ansion 
Did you participaEe in the preparatIon of the city I =partially 
stniclUre plan? 2 '"'highly involved 

3 '"'no participation 
4 "'have no idea 

How do you rale the le \·el of parTlClpalion of 
stakeholders during the master plan preparation? 

-
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How do you rate the emphasis of master plan for 
util ities? 

The plan of your institutiCXI ranges? 

Is there any full-fledged or consolidated manual that 
govern installation along the road? 

Do you think every stakeholder participate during the 
manual preparation? 

How often the manual is amended':' 

Docs yo ur organization have O\\lI installation manual? 

IV,Utility Reco rds a nd ~I Management 
Does previous ly and currently instal led ut ilities 
registered? 

\\hat is your plan to improve the utility registration 
system? 
Do yo u record and notice if your organization damages 
the others uti lity? 

Do you inspect ut ilities over the nght or way? 

1 - l£gh 
2 "'Medium 
) - tow 
1 -one,...,. 
2 - 3 and above 
3 - 5 and above 
4 -have no idea 
I .."" 
2 ..,,0 
3 - have: no idea 
1 eyes 
2 ..,,0 
3 .,have no idea 
I "'"3S neded 
-every five yeaf 
3 -every I 0 yea~ 
4 -never amended 
S "'Other 
I ""yes 
2 "'0 
3 =havc no idea 

I " yes 
2 ""110 

3 ",hale no ideafl Y" 

I "'yes 
2 ""no 
3 - have no idea 

Y. Cause and ConscQucnces of Integra tio n and Related Issues 
Is there any attempt among stakdlolders to bring 
ill1el!ration? please specify 
At planning stage 

At construction stage 
Maintenance and management 
What benefi t you expect if there is integrat ion among 
stakeholders? 

110\\ do you communicate with ;:JkdlOldcrs? 

Does your organization panicip.1:;: on integration 
committee? 

benefit fo r the institution 

benefit for the c ity 

benefit for the environment 

I " Formally 
2 . infonna ll y 
3 · both \, a~ 
4 - have 110 idea 

~ition in {he commmee-· 
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40 
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' 3 

44 

" 
,. 
47 
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" 

;0 

" 
52 

What is your perception towards the current 1 - high 
integration? 2 -medium 

3 "'low 

The issue of authority sometimes referred as major 
hindrance for the absence: of integration what do you 
think? 

VI. Issues rela ted wit~...n.rivate sccto~ involvement 
How do you evaluate partic ipation orlbe priva te S~lor I -do not participate 

2 -=partly participate 
3 "'highly participate 
4 =00 not know 

In which part mostly the private sectors involved I"'Planning 
2- Financing 
3=Construction 
4=Maintenance 
S" manaJ!ement 

Who shall cover most or your project costs I " Governme nt budget 
2"'NGOs 
:; .. Private sector 
4 - llltcmalionalOfcanizations 

Do you pay for relocation EEPeo I",Yes 2- No 
ET I= Yes 2""110 
AAWSA I- ves 2=no -

VII, Q u<.'s tions r('!:II<.'d with the J!:l nnin" iss ues --Do you follow the stntcture plan of Ihe cily? I ,~ 

2 ~anly yes 
3 =no 
4 " have no idea .. -

Do YOIl i lilonn for stakeholders before you do any Iypes I yes 
of work? 2 "'no 

3 - ha ve no idea 
What are the main actors who m you are infonned or .... _---_ ....... - ... _-_ .......... . 
la unches your pro!:,'TII!lIs? ..............•.••• _ .... _ ............ _ .. -

Do you prepare free space for the other uti li ties" 1 " yes 
2 "'no 
3 =have no i d~a 

If your answer is no what do you think for the reason" I '"'budg~t 

2 .. Clack of integrity 
3 "'shortage of professionals 
-4 .. lack of in Ie rest 
S "'Olher······· · -···--·-············ 

Is there any possibill1y of doing other Ihan what ha$ .•.. .. __ . __ ._ ...... _._-- _ .............. 
been planned for Ihe budget year? ............. -..... _ .... _. __ .. _ ... 

What is tbe major r<.':IS011 fo r plan change 1:::::::::::::::::::=::::::::::::: ::: :·· 
I - ET 

Whom shall take the responsibi1it\· of cocrdinalinc 2 "'AACRA 

-' 
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54 

55 
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57 

58 

infras trucmre works? 

How Do you evaluate level of integration before and 
aCler the coming of regulatory? ' 

Do yOll think the existing roads are giving the expected 
service? 

Among the Major reasons for the absence of 
imegration? 

Major consequences resulted from absence of 
inlcgr<ltion'l 

Whal remedies has to be proposed to bring imegration 
among stakeholders? 

why projects delaying and incur additional co:m1 

°ifyou want any thing to add please use the back page 

3-AAWSA 
4 "'Regulatory 
5 :EEPea 
6 =Olhers---·--····-------
I =high 
2 "'low 
3 =medium 
4 =no change 
5 '"'have no idea 

--... ----why----·_------------

I =shortage of professionals 
2 : lack of integrity 
3 =budget shonage 
<I =absence ofresponsibk body 
5 =others 
I =repetition of works 
2 .. wastage of scarce resource 
3 =traffic jam 
4 ""service intemJption and accident 
5 =environmental pollution 

TIHlnk you in advance! 

'--' 

Guidelines for in-depth Interne\\' 

. What are the major reasons you recognize for the fai lure of integration at both 

sectoral and intersctorallevel" 

Which parts of the city (Inner city or expansion) commonly trenched or 

excavated? Why? 

Why roads are trenched frequ ently? 

Does trenching have any negative effect? 

How C.:III you solve the dispUil' I(there is any inconvenience among stakeholders? 

\Vhy maintenance is made below the standard and de laying all the time? 

Whom shall you notice before ~ou begin exc':)v3tion: 

Does your utilities properly registered? What plan to improve the data 

registration? 

Is there any attempt to integrate the infrastructure works? 

What major problems you encounter during thi s process') 

What has be done to improve the existing coordination? 

Who shall take the responsibil ity of coord inat ion? 

. --- --___ 0. <,., 
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